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Abstract 

Rock cutting involves removing the rock material in front of the cutter when it 

moves against the rock at certain penetrating depth. The responses of rocks 

under cutting are influenced by rock properties such as mineral constituents, 

strength and fracture properties, as well as the operational parameters such as 

the depth of cut, cutting velocity and the back rake angle. A common 

approach to characterise the interaction between rock and cutter is to model 

the cutting forces. When the depth of cut is small, cutting forces show a linear 

relationship against the depth of cut, indicating a ductile-dominant failure 

mode. As the depth of cut increases, the rock cutting failure shifts from 

ductile-dominant mode to brittle-dominant mode and the cutting forces 

gradually deviate from the linear relationship. The depth of cut at which the 

dominant failure mode changes is termed the critical transition depth in rock 

cutting. The challenge lies in developing a generalised model for cutting force 

prediction based on rock properties and various complex cutting conditions 

while incorporating both ductile and brittle failure regimes. 

 

In this thesis, the discrete element method (DEM) was employed to 

investigate the key rock properties that influence the failure pattern in rock 

cutting. It was demonstrated that rock (Brazilian) tensile strength (BTS) is as 

important as the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) in the determination of 

the critical transition depth. The mineral grain size is also an important factor. 

Experiments were then carried out on two types of rock, namely Savonnières 

and Tuffeau limestone, to study changes in failure modes under different 

operational parameters of cutting velocity, back rake angle and depth of cut. 

Bažant’s size effect law was used for in-depth analysis of the cutting data, 

which performs exceptionally well in the quantification of the critical failure 

mode transition depth. These derived transition depths were then incorporated 

into the established generalised cutting force prediction model, which uses a 
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more realistic assumption that the cutting failure is neither purely ductile nor 

purely brittle, but a combination of both.  

 

It was demonstrated that the generalised cutting force prediction model 

captures reasonably well the cutting responses and failure mechanisms for the 

rock under various cutting conditions. The insights presented in this study will 

help in the understanding of rock cutting failure mechanisms and rock cutting 

mechanics and will be beneficial to the optimisation of tool design and rock 

cutting operations. 
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  Chapter 1

Introduction 

1.1 Research background 

Understanding the mechanics of rock cutting and developing a realistic 

modeling tool are extremely important for drill bit design and drilling 

optimisation. In the mining industry, one of the most significant challenges 

worldwide is to find new resources to replace those currently being mined. 

Inevitably the future for minerals exploration and mining is going to involve 

increasingly deep drill holes and deep mines as most of the accessible surface 

resources become depleted. While operations are forced to mine from deeper 

locations, the radical deterioration of drilling conditions due to the extreme 

depth gives rise to current deficiencies in the understanding of the drilling 

mechanism and in the optimization of the drilling operation under complex 

conditions. The problem is further compounded by the inability to 

meaningfully observe the drilling process and the bit-rock interaction in real 

time, as well as the unpredictable heterogeneity of the rock material being 

drilled. The whole bit drilling model can be extrapolated from the 

superimposition of the contributions made by each single cutter element. Thus, 

the key to a successful characterisation of the drilling process for the whole bit 

requires a better understanding of the rock failure and cutting mechanics 

under the consideration of the cutter-rock interaction mechanisms with a 

single cutter element.  

 

In modelling rock cutting, the majority of efforts have been given to describe 

the interaction between rocks and various cutters, involving theoretical 

analysis, numerical simulations and experimental validations. Inspired by the 
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cutting theory for metal cutting first proposed by Merchant (1944), various 

rock cutting theories have been developed analytically to make prediction for 

the cutting forces at the cutter-rock interface. Some focus on the relationship 

between the cutting forces and stress status induced by the forces (Conway 

and Kirchner 1980; Shah and Wong 1997); some try to correlate cutting 

forces with rock strengths (compression, tension and shear) and geometrical 

parameters under different cutting conditions (Evans 1958; Evans 1984; 

Fairhurst and Lacabanne 1957; Goktan and Gunes 2005); and on the other 

hand, some make cutting force predictions in terms of energy dissipation and 

utilisation (Bao et al. 2011; Detournay and Defourny 1992; Detournay et al. 

2008; Rånman 1985). 

 

In addition to these analytical models, the rock cutting mechanisms have also 

been investigated experimentally by single cutter cutting/scratching tests 

(Hogan et al. 2012; Richard et al. 2012; Tanovic et al. 2009; Wang and 

Clausen 2002) and numerically (Huang et al. 1999; Rojek et al. 2011; 

Stavropoulou 2006; Su and Akcin 2011). Recently, a variety of experiments 

have been done to explore the intrinsic dependences of cutting forces on rock 

mechanical properties (Huang and Detournay 2008; Richard et al. 2012; Schei 

et al. 2000). In addition, Wang and Clausen (2002) demonstrated that the 

material removal process in marble cutting by single point cutting tool is 

dominated by plastic deformation as well as brittle chipping. Hogan et al. 

(2012) studied the fracture behaviours of albite and quartz under cutting by a 

single diamond and they concluded that the material removal process can be 

associated with material properties, such as fracture toughness, hardness and 

melting temperature of rocks. 

 

In terms of numerical simulations, preliminary two-dimensional studies of 

rock cutting using DEM demonstrated that DEM model could reproduce the 

behaviours that feature brittle and ductile failures observed in experiments 

using cutting tools of simple geometry (Huang et al. 1999; Rizo 2010; 

Stavropoulou 2006). Subsequent research expanded the study to include 

variations in cutting tool geometry, such as the work completed by Rojek et 
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al. (2011) who used a pick commonly found on various tunnelling machines, 

and Labra et al. (2008) who modelled pick designs implemented on road 

headers. The three-dimensional numerical modelling of rock cutting is only 

possible due to the advance in computer technology but there are still limited 

published results. Currently the 3D model is mostly based on the 2D 

modelling of cutting picks commonly used in tunnelling machines and road 

headers, but with the addition of the third dimension. The idealised planar 

picks could now be represented with their true conical shape in numerical 

models (Rojek et al. 2010; Su and Akcin 2011). These numerical models in 

general aim to reproduce what are observed in laboratory tests and to serve as 

a supplementary tool to study the insight mechanisms of some cutting 

scenarios that are difficult to deal with using existing laboratory techniques. 

 

Based on the results obtained from experiments and numerical simulations, 

various aforementioned analytical formulations were proposed to characterise 

the interaction between rock and cutting tool. Despite some great 

improvements in the analytical models, different models often generate 

significantly different prediction results based on different rock properties and 

varying cutting conditions (Su and Akcin 2011). In particular, most of these 

models were developed for material cutting in a strength-driven process, 

which are not in general applicable to rocks undergoing brittle mode cutting 

where the cutting action becomes mainly a fracturing-dominated process. 

Based on large amount of experimental tests, it is demonstrated that there are 

two failure modes observed during rock cutting: ductile failure, occurring at 

shallow cutting depths, characterised by crushing of particles at the tip of the 

cutting tool and shearing of rocks in front of the tool; and brittle failure, 

featured by the development and propagation of macroscopic cracks ahead of 

the cutting tool when cutting at greater depths (Richard et al. 2012). Due to 

the differences between these two failure modes, the force prediction model 

based on the ductile failure mode (the strength-driven model) fails to estimate 

the cutting forces correctly when the cutting is actually in the brittle-dominant 

failure regime. 
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Therefore, the validity of using these models should be evaluated carefully 

based on relevant cutting mechanisms. A more robust modelling tool would 

be one that has more comprehensive views on different cutting mechanisms 

and considers different failure modes accordingly based on rock properties 

and different cutting conditions. 

 

1.2 Research objectives 

The focus of this thesis is to derive a generalised model for cutting force 

prediction by considering the coexistence of ductile failure and brittle failure 

modes commonly observed in rock cutting for different rock properties and 

cutting parameters. In order to achieve this goal, the research involved both 

experimental tests and numerical simulations. The detailed research objectives 

are summarised below.  

1. Identify the key factors influencing the responses of rocks subjected 

to various cutting conditions. This objective was addressed by rock 

cutting numerical simulations using DEM on two types of synthetic 

rock specimens with nearly identical UCS but different brittleness 

(defined as the ratio of UCS to BTS) (Chapter 2). The numerical 

model was quantitatively validated against experimental results 

obtained from laboratory cutting tests (Chapter 4). 

2. Determine the role of rock properties and cutting operational 

parameters on the failure transition behaviour of rock specimens. 

This objective was addressed experimentally by investigating the 

individual impact of cutting velocity, back rake angle and depth of cut 

on the cutting mode transition. A specific cutting energy transition 

model was established to study the relationship between these 

parameters and the failure mechanisms (Chapter 3).  

3. Investigate the effect of back rake angle on the critical failure 

transition depth. This objective was addressed experimentally by 
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conducting cutting tests on two types of rocks with three different back 

rake angles. The depth of cut was increased gradually to ensure the 

presence of brittle chippings. The size effect law was then introduced 

to determine the specific value for the critical transition depth. The 

results derived from the size effect law were compared with those 

from the specific cutting energy transition model developed in Chapter 

3. Visual inspection of the cut surface was used to assess the validity 

of these two approaches for the quantitative determination of the 

critical transition depth (Chapter 4) 

4. Devise a generalised force prediction model for various cutting 

scenarios, in which both ductile failure and brittle failure are 

incorporated. This objective was addressed by the development of a 

framework where the total energy is regarded to be dissipated 

proportionally in ductile-regime failure and brittle-regime failure. For 

the ductile failure, the cutting force is dependent on rock UCS while 

for the brittle failure it is associated with the rock fracture toughness. 

In addition, this proposed model also incorporates the influence of 

cutting operational parameters such as the back rake angle and the 

depth of cut (Chapter 5). 

 

1.3 Thesis overview 

This thesis consists of six chapters and is in the format of a thesis by 

publication. In addition to this Introduction chapter, the main part of the thesis 

(Chapters 2 to 5) presents the research contributions and outcomes, which are 

reported and prepared in the format for academic journal publication. Each 

chapter contains its own introduction and literature review. Therefore, 

background materials on cutting force modelling, rock cutting failure regimes 

and effects of rock properties and operational parameters on the cutting force 

responses are described as needed in Chapters 2 to 5. 
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Chapter 2 presents numerical simulations on ductile failure mode cutting 

versus brittle failure mode cutting using the distinct element method (DEM). 

Two types of synthetic rocks were used to simulate the rock cutting process: 

one uses conventional synthetic rock generation process that produces an 

unrealistic strength ratio while the other uses a proposed cluster approach that 

can result in a more realistic strength ratio matching the values of some real 

rocks. The details of the force responses of the synthetic rock under cutting 

are recorded, including the force profile and the events of fracturing, to 

demonstrate the effect of tensile strength on the cutting failure regime 

transition. The numerical results are then compared with the fracture patterns 

of available cutting experiments. This chapter was published in the 

International Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods in 

Geomechanics (Xianqun He and Chaoshui Xu, 2015a). 

 

Chapter 3 investigates experimentally the ductile to brittle failure mode 

transition and its influencing factors including rock properties and cutting 

operational parameters, such as the cutting velocity, the depth of cut and the 

back rake angle. The cutting/scratching techniques were explained and a 

comprehensive set of cutting tests were carried out on two types of rocks and 

140 combinations of different cutting parameters for each type of rock. A new 

model to identify the critical failure mode transition depth, termed the specific 

cutting energy transition model, was developed based on the evolution of the 

specific cutting energy. Discussions on the critical transition depth at which 

the dominant failure mode changes with respect to different rock properties 

and cutting parameters are presented. This chapter was submitted to Rock 

Mechanics and Rock Engineering and is currently published online (Xianqun 

He and Chaoshui Xu, 2015b). 

 

Chapter 4 further discusses the effect of the back rake angle on the failure 

mode transition since it is a key operational parameter affecting the critical 

transition depth, as suggested in Chapter 3. The depth of cut in experiments 

was set to be large enough to ensure the occurrence of failure transition at 

different transition depths for different rocks and different back rake angles. 
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The application of size effect law in failure mode transition analysis is then 

introduced. A comparison study in terms of the reliability in determining the 

critical failure transition depth using the size effect law and the specific 

cutting energy transition model proposed in Chapter 3 is presented. This 

chapter has been submitted to the Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 

Solids (Xianqun He and Chaoshui Xu, 2015c). 

 

Chapter 5 describes a generalised model for predicting the rock cutting forces 

arising from the interaction between cutter and rock. The model considers 

rock properties and cutting geometry for cases where the brittle failure and 

ductile failure modes coexists. This force prediction model is established 

based on the principle of energy balance. It is assumed that the total energy, 

dissipated in plastic flow as well as brittle fracturing, is the product of the 

tangential component of the cutting force and cutting distance and that at the 

critical transition depth the energy consumed in ductile failure is equal to that 

in brittle failure. The performance of this new generalised cutting force model 

is then compared with other models based on either purely ductile failure 

mechanism or purely brittle failure mechanism and it is demonstrated that the 

proposed model is able to give much better predictions compared with 

existing models. This chapter has been submitted to the International Journal 

of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences (Xianqun He and Chaoshui Xu, 

2015d). 

 

Chapter 6 summarises the main contributions and conclusions. In addition, the 

limitations of this research are discussed together with some recommendations 

for future works. 
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Abstract 

It is well accepted that there is a transition of failure mode from ductile to 

brittle with increasing depth of cut during rock cutting process. Rock failure 

modes affect cutting efficiency and knowledge of the failure transition is 

essential to the determination of optimum cutting parameters. The critical 

transition depth can be linked with rock properties. In this study, an attempt 

was made to model rock cutting process and to check the dependence of the 

critical failure mode transition depth on the brittleness of rock. For this 

purpose, dimensional analysis was first performed to establish the correlations 

between rock macro-properties and micro-parameters for discrete element 

simulations. Following the specimen calibration procedure, two types of 

synthetic rocks having approximately the same uniaxial compressive strength 

were generated as the synthetic specimens for simulating the rock cutting 

process. The first specimen was created using conventional model 

construction method with identical bond strengths between particles, giving 

rise to undesirably high indirect tensile strength. The second specimen was 

created using a proposed clustering algorithm such that the ratio between the 

tensile and compressive strength matches reasonably well with that of real 

rocks. The results of rock cutting simulations demonstrate that failure mode 

transition took place in both models, but for the clustered model the transition 

emerged at a shallower cutting depth. A further exploration was made to 

derive the critical depth for this transition based on the simulations performed 

on the clustered models. The derived relationship indicates that the critical 

transition depth decreases as strength ratio or brittleness of the rock increases. 

This provides a very useful tool for predicting the critical transition depth 

which can be used to help cutting tool design and cutting parameter 

optimisations. 

Keywords: rock cutting; failure mode; brittleness; strength ratio; fracture 

toughness 
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2.1 Introduction 

Mechanical rock cutting in various forms is widely used in mining and civil 

engineering in areas such as drilling (Franca and Lamine 2010), tunnelling 

(Moon and Oh 2012) and grinding (Tanovic et al. 2009). To understand the 

rock cutting mechanism, laboratory rock cutting tests have been the most 

direct and reliable source. Experimental studies of rock cutting enables better 

understanding of rock-tool interactions and their outcomes can be used to 

establish the relationships between cutting forces and various influencing 

factors (Bilgin et al. 2006; Che et al. 2012). However, experiments are in 

general expensive and sometimes they are difficult to be carried out or to 

provide reliable results. As an alternative, numerical modelling, using either 

finite element method (FEM) or discrete element method (DEM), can provide 

a faster and cheaper method of investigating the cutting process. A number of 

numerical investigations on rock cutting have been implemented based on 

FEM (e.g., (Liu et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2008; Menezes et al. 2014)), but the 

analysis, in many cases, can only model the major chip formation and is 

unable to deal with the post-failure bahaviour. On the other hand, DEM 

provides a more suitable platform to simulate rock failure under cutting as it 

allows the simulation of damage, chip formation and crack initiation, 

propagation and coalescence (Ledgerwood 2007; Rojek et al. 2011; 

Stavropoulou 2006; Su and Akcin 2011). DEM is also the tool used in this 

study. 

 

Most experimental, analytical and numerical models from the literature aimed 

to characterise the forces arising from the tool-rock contact under different 

configurations. Richard et al. (1998), however, focused particularly on rock 

failure mode transition during cutting and they concluded that there are two 

distinct failure modes in rock cutting. One is ductile failure (Fig. 2.1a) 

occurring at shallow cutting depths typically less than 1 mm for sandstones, 

characterised by crushing of particles at the tip of the cutting tool and shearing 

of rock in front of the tool. The other one is brittle failure (Fig. 2.1b) when 

cutting at greater depths, characterised by the development and propagation of 

macroscopic cracks ahead of the cutting tool. In terms of cutting forces, 
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Richard et al. (1998) further argued conceptually that: for the failure mode in 

the ductile regime, the cutting force is related to the uniaxial compressive 

strength c  as WdF cd  , where W is the cutting width and d the cutting 

depth, and, in the brittle regime, the cutting force is related to the mode I 

fracture toughness as dWKF ICb  . Using d bF F  , the transition of failure 

mode from ductile to brittle can be found to take place at a critical depth of 

 2

cICc Kd  . In rock cutting, one important indicator for rock cuttability 

and cutting efficiency is specific energy (Yaşar et al. 2011). Different cutting 

modes are associated with different specific energy (Richard et al. 1998) as 

the brittle-mode cutting obviously has lower specific energy due to the large 

cutting volume. The selection of a suitable cutting tool for optimal cutting 

performance, to a great extent, is associated with the correct identification of 

the cutting mode at various cutting arrangements with different rocks. It is 

therefore important to understand the cutting mode transition under different 

conditions. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Material removal in (a) ductile mode at a depth of cut d =0.3 mm and 

(b) brittle mode at d =3 mm during cutting tests on slab sample of Vosges 

sandstone (after Richard (1999)). 

(a) 

(b) 
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In terms of numerical investigations dealing with failure mode transition, the 

first one was reported by Huang (1999) using two dimensional Particle Flow 

Code (PFC2D). The code was further successfully employed by Huang and 

Detournay (2008) to simulate the transition of failure from ductile to brittle 

regime with increasing depth of cut. They used the term of “intrinsic length 

scale” to describe the ratio between ICK  and c, expressed as  2

cICin Kl  , 

which is proportional to the critical depth of cut cd as discussed above. 

However, the simulation results indicated the ratio of 
c ind l is approximately 

12 compared with the experimental values of 2 ~ 3. This overestimation was 

considered to be caused by the low ratio between compressive and tensile 

strengths of the synthetic rock samples used for the numerical simulations 

(Huang et al. 2013). 

  

In fact, the ratio of uniaxial compressive strength c  to tensile strength t , 

known as strength ratio, plays a significant role in characterising the 

brittleness of rocks. Although the definition for brittleness varies for different 

applications (Atici and Ersoy 2009; Hucka and Das 1974; Kahraman 2002; 

Yarali and Kahraman 2011), in this study the rock brittleness is defined as 

c tB   considering the fact that the discrepancy between c and t  

increases with brittleness (Göktan 1991). Despite the dominant usage of c  as 

a rock strength parameter in engineering practice, it is well known that rocks 

can easily have brittle failure under tension (Hucka and Das 1974). It is 

surprising how little is done with regard to the calibration of a realistic 

strength ratio c t   when using DEM to model rock cutting processes. Most 

studies consider only the calibration of c  (Ledgerwood 2007; Mendoza et al. 

2011; Stavropoulou 2006) while some others who did consider the ratio only 

used unrealistically low values (Huang and Detournay 2008; Moon and Oh 

2012). These problems are mainly due to the limitations of the conventional 

DEM configuration which cannot guarantee the matching of both c and t  

to those of a rock simultaneously (Scholtès and Donzé 2013). 
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In this research, we propose the use of DEM assemblies composed of clusters 

by bonding fine particles to generate synthetic rock samples so that more 

realistic strength ratios of c t   can be obtained. Note clusters used here are 

different to clumps in DEM. Clumps are commonly used in DEM to model 

irregularly shaped particles by bonding together a collection of circular (2D) 

or spherical (3D) particles which are not breakable regardless of the forces 

acting upon them (Cho et al. 2007). Clustered particles proposed here can 

break once the stress acting on the bond exceeds its strength. 

  

In our work, numerical simulations of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) 

and Brazilian tensile strength (BTS) tests on clustered specimens are carried 

out to investigate the feasibility of the strength ratio improvement. Once a 

suitable set of micro-mechanical parameters to achieve the desired strength 

ratio are obtained, a series of rock cutting simulations are performed on the 

clustered particle assemblies (CPA) to establish a more realistic prediction of 

the critical depth of cut for the failure mode transition. As a comparison, rock 

cutting simulations are also performed on synthetic samples using non-

clustered particle assemblies (NCPA). 

 

2.2 Determination of rock model parameters 

 

DEM was initially proposed by Cundall (1971) to represent rock masses as 

“blocky rock systems”. The constituent discrete components (termed particles 

or balls) of the assembly are either rigid discs in 2D or rigid spheroids in 3D. 

When the system is subjected to mechanical actions, these particles can 

overlap or detach and the movement of particles follows Newton’s law of 

motion whilst the interaction of particles is described via contact laws. 

Contact force between particles arises whenever two particles come into 

contact and thus is related to the degree of overlaps (simulating the particle 

deformations) and the contact stiffness, see a general view of ball-ball contact 

depicted in Fig. 2.2. The contact force ( iF  ) has a normal ( i

nF  ) and a shear 
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( i

sF  ) component at each contact point ( ix  ) which is defined by a unit normal 

vector in . The normal and shear contact force vectors are determined by Eqs. 

(2.1) and (2.2), respectively (Potyondy and Cundall 2004): 

 

 i

n n n iF k U n   (2.1) 

 i

s s sF k U      (2.2) 

 

where nk  and sk  are the normal and shear stiffness at the contact, nU  is the 

overlap between two particles in the normal direction, i

sF  is the shear 

contact force increment and sU  is shear displacement increment. 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Schematic view describing a ball-ball contact (after Potyondy and 

Cundall (2004)). 

Note that nk  is a secant stiffness which relates normal force to total overlap 

owing to relative position change between particles whereas the shear 

stiffness sk  is a tangent value and thus the shear contact force vector is 

calculated in an incremental manner. i

sF  is initialized to 0 when a contact is 
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formed. Each subsequent relative shear displacement increment sU  is 

accumulated to calculate the shear force vector i

sF . 

 

Due to its discontinuous nature, DEM is capable of dealing with the initiation 

and propagation of micro-cracks inside heterogeneous media and therefore 

provides a suitable tool to study the fracture behaviour of brittle materials. 

However, a serious limitation lies in the fact that a high c t   ratio, 

representative of brittle rock materials, cannot be achieved for synthetic 

specimen created using only individual particles regardless of the 

micromechanical parameters used (Potyondy and Cundall 2004). As a 

preliminary approach to address the issue, discrete models considering the 

interlocking effect between particles were introduced by clustering particles to 

form complex-shaped larger particles to study how the cluster size affects the 

strength envelope and the c t  values (Cho et al. 2007; Potyondy and 

Cundall 2004). Despite of these encouraging works, in these clustered models, 

the intra-cluster bonds were assigned with extremely high strengths and 

therefore cracking was only allowed to occur along the cluster boundaries 

where a much lower inter-cluster bond strength is used (the white dots in the 

enlarged view in Fig. 2.3, see below). As a consequence, grain crushing 

phenomenon, commonly observed in laboratory cutting experiments, could 

not be reproduced in these numerical models. Another approach to address the 

issue of unrealistic c t  ratio is to enhance the microstructure of a particle 

assemblage by increasing the number of bonds associated with each particle. 

Other similar DEM simulations with regard to the study of the strength ratio 

include Fakhimi (2004), Scholtès and Donzé (2013) and Donze et al. (1997). 

  

In this study, we use the bonded-particle model (BPM) proposed in Potyondy 

and Cundall (2004). BPM allows particles to be bonded together at contacts 

and to separate when either the normal or shear stress exceeds the 

corresponding bonding strength. In BPM, there are two types of bonds, 

namely contact bond and parallel bond. A contact bond has no contact area 

and can only resist forces acting at the contact point. A parallel bond, however, 
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assumes a bonded area between particles. The key difference is that parallel 

bonds can resist moment acting across the contact. For the purpose of forming 

the particle clusters, the contact bond is used in this study, keeping force-

displacement behaviour of contacts consistent with that described in Huang et 

al. (2013). The contact bond also simplifies the dimensional relationships 

proposed below as only two parameters (normal and shear strengths) are 

needed to define a contact bond, compared to five for a parallel bond 

(Potyondy and Cundall 2004). Within this context, a NCPA can be regarded 

as a special case of CPA with identical bonding strength assigned to all inter-

cluster and intra-cluster contacts within the assembly. 

 

Determination of suitable model parameters is essential for the successful 

implementation of DEM. For the current study, the methodology developed 

by Huang (1999) was applied to determine the micromechanical parameters, 

based on the combination of dimensional analysis and numerical simulations 

of standard laboratory tests for rocks such as UCS test and BTS test. To 

describe the motion and interaction between particles in BPM for non-

clustered and clustered assemblies, the following three sets of parameters are 

required (Huang et al. 2013; Stavropoulou 2006): 

(a) Geometrical and physical parameters:  

R  [L] = average particle radius; 

  [F·L
-4

·T
2
] = density of particles; 

n  [–] = porosity of the non-clustered assembly. 

S  [–] = size of cluster, i.e., the number of particles in a cluster. 

(b) Constitutive parameters for contacts between particles:  

nk  [F·L
-1

] = ball-ball contact normal stiffness; 

sk  [F·L
-1

] = ball-ball contact shear stiffness; 

nT  [F·L
-1

] = normal bonding strength for non-clustered assembly; 

sT  [F·L
-1

] = shear bonding strength for non-clustered assembly; 

in

nT  [F·L
-1

] = intra-cluster normal bonding strength for clustered assembly;  

in

sT  [F·L
-1

] = intra-cluster shear bonding strength for clustered assembly; 
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bt

nT  [F·L
-1

] = inter-cluster normal bonding strength for clustered assembly; 

bt

sT  [F·L
-1

] = inter-cluster shear bonding strength for clustered assembly; 

 [–] = ball-ball contact friction coefficient. 

(c) Loading condition parameters: 

L  [L] = characteristic dimension of the model; 

V  [L· T
-1

] = loading velocity, 

where  , ,L F T  represent the primary dimensions of length, force and time 

respectively. 

 

2.2.1 Dimensionless micro parameters 

Here we search for functions that associate the microscopic parameters with 

the macroscopic properties of rocks including the phenomenological elastic 

constants (Young’s modulus E , Poisson’s ratio ), uniaxial compressive 

strength c  and tensile strength t . Dimensional analysis is performed based 

on Buckingham π theorem (Yang et al. 2006) which describes that a 

physically meaningful equation 1 2( , ..., ) 0nq q q  , where iq  are n physical 

variables, can be restated as 1 2( , ..., ) 0n k     , where 𝜋𝑖 are dimensionless 

parameters, if they are expressed in terms of k independent physical units. 

According to the abovementioned micro parameters, the number of relevant 

parameters is 10 for non-clustered assembly and 13 for clustered assembly. 

Since  , ,L F T  act as the three independent physical units in this study, there 

are 7 dimensionless parameters for non-clustered assembly and 10 for 

clustered assembly. 

 

Choice of the dimensionless parameters is not unique. Our study is based on 

the following sets: non-clustered assembly includes a set of 

 , , , , (,, )s n n n s n nn k k T k T L VT R k R   and clustered assembly is given 

as   , , , , , , , ,,bt bt bt in bt in bt

s n n n s n n n s s nn S k k T k T T T T T R LT V k R  . Since 
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the loading condition is quasi-static, the number of independent dimensionless 

parameters can be reduced by removing  nV k R . In addition,   and 

R L  can also be removed considering that the friction coefficient mainly 

influences the post-failure behaviour and the particle size R  is much smaller 

than the macroscopic characteristic length of the assembly (𝐿 ≫ �̅�) (Rojek et 

al. 2011). Therefore these two sets of dimensionless parameters are reduced to 

 , , , ,s n n n s nn k k T k T T  and  , , , , , ,bt bt bt in bt in bt

s n n n s n n n s sn S k k T k T T T T T T  

respectively. 

 

2.2.1.1 Dimensionless relationships of micro-macro parameters 

for non-clustered assembly 

According to DEM formulations in PFC2D, the elastic constants are 

determined in the elastic regime where no failure occurs (Potyondy and 

Cundall 2004). Thus, we can only consider two dimensionless parameters 

 , s nn k k  for the elastic constants. The following phenomenological 

dimensionless equations linking macro- and micro-parameters can be 

established for a non-clustered DEM model, cf. Huang (1999): 

  

 ( , )nc s
E

n n

kE
n

k k
    (2.3) 

 ( , )nc s

n

k
n

k
     (2.4) 

 ( , , , )ncc n s s
c

n n n n

R T T k
n

T k T k


    (2.5) 

 ( , , , )nct n s s
t

n n n n

R T T k
n

T k T k


    (2.6) 

 

where nc

E , nc

 , nc

c  and nc

t are functions relating E ,  , c  and t  to the 

micro dimensionless parameters for non-clustered assembly respectively. 
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2.2.1.2 Dimensionless relationships of micro-macro parameters 

for clustered assembly 

A clustered assembly differs from a non-clustered one in the inclusion of two 

additional types of contact bond strength, namely the inter- and intra-cluster 

strength. The dimensionless functional relationships are similar to the 

previous case and are given by:  

 

 ( , , )cl s
E

n n

kE
n S

k k
    (2.7) 

 ( , , )cl s

n

k
n S

k
     (2.8) 

 ( , , , , , , )
bt bt in in

clc n s n s s
cbt bt bt in

n n n n n n

R T T T T k
n S

T k T T T k


    (2.9) 

 ( , , , , , , )
bt bt in in

clt n s n s s
tbt bt bt in

n n n n n n

R T T T T k
n S

T k T T T k


    (2.10) 

 

where cl

E , cl

 , cl

c  and cl

t  are functions relating E ,  , c  and t  to the 

micro dimensionless parameters for clustered assembly respectively. 

 

2.2.2 Parametric study on macro-mechanical 

parameters 

Unlike continuum based numerical codes such as FEM where the macro-

mechanical properties of the specimen can be directly specified, DEM suffers 

from the disadvantage of an additional numerical calibration procedure, i.e., 

the determination of micro-scale parameters given a set of macro-mechanical 

properties, such as Young’s modulus E , Poisson’s ratio  , uniaxial 

compressive strength c  and tensile strength t . Young’s modules, uniaxial 

compressive strength and Poisson’s ratio are normally derived by simulating 

the unconfined compression test and the tensile strength by simulating the 

indirect tension (Brazilian) test. 
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Note it is not the intention in this work to establish the complete relationships 

between micro- and macro-mechanical parameters. The focus of the current 

research is to obtain a suitable relationship between the inter-cluster strength 

and intra-cluster bond strength to derive a more realistic c t   ratio that can 

be used to study the transition of the cutting regime. For general discussions 

about the effect of micro-mechanical parameters on macro-mechanical 

properties, readers are referred to Huang (1999) and Yang et al. (2006). 

 

2.2.2.1 Parametric study for non-clustered particle assembly 

(NCPA) 

As shown in Fig. 2.3a, a rectangular sample of 37.5 × 75mm for UCS test 

containing 1902 randomly compacted particles with their radii uniformly 

distributed between 0.5 mm and 0.75 mm was generated by using the cluster 

algorithm proposed in Potyondy and Cundall (2004). The BTS sample of 37.5 

mm in diameter was generated by cutting a disk out of the UCS specimen and 

it contains 754 particles in this case. The porosity of these specimens is 

approximately 0.17n  . As stated in Huang et al. (2013), the ratio n nT k has 

little effect on the macro-properties c  and t . Therefore, we mainly 

examined the variation of macro-properties under various micro elastic 

contact-stiffness ratios and bond strength ratios. 

 

Simulations of both the UCS and the BTS test were conducted by varying the 

s nk k  ratio in the range 0.1-2.0 given 52nk   N/m, 80nT   N/m and 

10s nT T  . Preliminary simulation results are listed in  

Table 2.1 and are plotted in Fig. 2.4. As shown in Fig. 2.4a, both curves 

follow the patterns similar to those reported in Huang et al. (2013) where it 

was claimed that each curve corresponding to the scaled Young’s modulus E  

and Poisson’s ratio respectively can be fitted by a function in the form of 

(1 ) / ( )ax b cx  . On the other hand, the contact stiffness ratio hardly affects 

the strength properties although there are some mild variations when its value 

is smaller than 2.0 (Fig. 2.4b). 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.3 Two dimensional numerical specimens for UCS and BTS tests 

comprising (a) NCPA and (b) CPA. For CPA, clusters are shown in different 

colours, white dots in the detailed view are inter-cluster bonds and black dots 

are intra-cluster bonds.  

Strength properties were then investigated by varying the s nT T  ratio ranging 

from 0.1 to 5 assuming 80nT   N/m, 52nk   N/m and 0.48s nk k  . The 

modelling results for elastic constants and strength properties are summarised 

in Table 2.2. Dependence of the scaled Young’s modulus E  and Poisson’s 

ratio on the bond strength ratio s nT T  is plotted in Fig. 2.5 based on the 

results listed in Table 2.2. The s nT T ratio has little effect on Young’s modules 

and Poisson’s ratio (Fig. 2.5a), but the strength parameters (UCS c and BTS 

t) both increase as the bond strength ratio s nT T  increases (Fig. 2.5b). The 

increasing trend ceases after s nT T 1.5. 
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Table 2.1 Results of UCS and BTS tests for non-clustered assemblage with 

varying contact stiffness ratio 

s n
k k   E (GPa)   

c
  (MPa) 

t
 (MPa) 

c n
R T   

t n
R T   

c t
    

0.10  10.4  0.34  120.6  28.0  9.42E-04 2.19E-04 4.3  

0.13  11.3  0.32  126.6  29.8  9.89E-04 2.33E-04 4.2  

0.20  13.6  0.28  136.0  32.0  1.06E-03 2.50E-04 4.3  

0.33  16.2  0.22  152.7  33.8 1.19E-03 2.64E-04 4.5  

0.40  17.2  0.20  156.5  34.5 1.22E-03 2.70E-04 4.5  

0.48  18.2  0.18  153.9  36.0  1.20E-03 2.81E-04 4.3  

0.59  19.2  0.17  156.6  31.8 1.22E-03 2.48E-04 4.9  

0.67  19.9  0.16  151.1  41.6 1.18E-03 3.25E-04 3.6  

0.83  20.9  0.13  131.4  39.1 1.03E-03 3.05E-04 3.4  

1.00  22.1  0.11  167.5  46.2 1.31E-03 3.61E-04 3.6  

1.43  23.8  0.04  157.4  48.1 1.23E-03 3.76E-04 3.3  

2.00  25.4  0.02  167.7  40.8 1.31E-03 3.19E-04 4.1  

Table 2.2 Results of UCS and BTS tests for non-clustered assemblage with 

varying bond strength ratio 

s n
T T  E (GPa)   

c
  (MPa) 

t
 (MPa) 

c n
R T  

t n
R T  

c t
   

0.1  18.2  0.17  16.7  4.3  1.30E-04 3.36E-05 3.9  

0.2  17.8  0.18  29.7  8.1  2.32E-04 6.33E-05 3.7  

0.4  17.9  0.18  54.6  15.2  4.27E-04 1.19E-04 3.6  

0.6  18.0  0.18  79.4  21.2  6.20E-04 1.66E-04 3.7  

0.8  18.1  0.18  95.5  24.0  7.46E-04 1.88E-04 4.0  

1.0  18.2  0.18  116.2  28.8  9.08E-04 2.25E-04 4.0  

1.5  18.2  0.19  141.2  33.2  1.10E-03 2.59E-04 4.3  

2.0  18.2  0.18  155.5  36.0  1.21E-03 2.81E-04 4.3  

3.0  18.2  0.18  153.9  36.0  1.20E-03 2.81E-04 4.3  

5.0  18.2  0.18  153.9  36.0  1.20E-03 2.81E-04 4.3  

10.0  18.2  0.18  153.9  36.0  1.20E-03 2.81E-04 4.3  

Table 2.3 Results of UCS and BTS tests for clustered assemblage with 

varying inter-cluster to intra-cluster bond strength ratio 

in bt

n n
T T  E (GPa)   

c
  (MPa) 

t
 (MPa) 

bt

c n
TR   

t

bt

n
TR   

c t
    

1.0  19.1  0.01  46.3  10.4 1.45E-03 3.25E-04 4.5  

2.0  19.4  0.01  67.8  12.6 2.12E-03 3.94E-04 5.4  

4.0  18.9  0.09  95.9  17.2 3.00E-03 5.38E-04 5.6  

6.0  18.2  0.19  126.6  16.5 3.96E-03 5.16E-04 7.7  

8.0  18.0  0.18  151.1  16.5 4.72E-03 5.16E-04 9.2  

10.0  18.2  0.18  155.4  16.5 4.86E-03 5.16E-04 9.4  

12.0  17.9  0.18  159.7  16.5  4.99E-03 5.16E-04 9.7  

15.0  17.8  0.18  172.5  16.5 5.39E-03 5.16E-04 10.5  
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2.2.2.2 Parametric study for clustered assembly (CPA) 

Identical sample dimensions were used for the clustered assemblage and the 

porosity was also kept at 0.17. There are a total of 1830 clusters within the 

clustered assembly for UCS modelling. Fig. 2.3b illustrates the interlocking 

effect between crystals (shown in different colours) in real rocks. This 

interlocking effect can be represented in DEM models by specifying different 

inter- and intra-cluster bond strengths. For the clustered assembly, it has been 

demonstrated that an increase in cluster size, i.e., the maximum number of 

particles in a cluster, could lead to a significant increase in the c t   ratio 

(Cho et al. 2007). The mean particle radius however was reduced such that a 

number of fine particles could be used to form a cluster to represent a big 

irregular shape crystal grain in rock material. The fine particle radii were 

designed to follow a uniform distribution as used in the NCPA assembly. The 

cluster size S was set at 10 in this study and therefore smaller particles with 

the average radius of 0.0625 mm were used to construct clusters to make the 

average cluster size approximately equal to the single particle size of non-

clustered assemblage. Likewise, the clusters can be regarded to follow a 

uniform distribution as well. 

 

As stated above, many specifications of the clustered assemblage are identical 

to those of the non-clustered assemblage and they differ from each other only 

in terms of bonding strength between discrete elements. Therefore, the 

influences of s nk k , bt

n nT k , bt bt

s nT T  and in in

s nT T  ratios on the macro-

mechanical properties in the case of clustered assemblage are expected to be 

similar to those described in Section 2.2.1.1. The only micro-scale parameter 

left in the scaling relationships (2.7)-(2.10) that need to be examined is the 

in bt

n nT T ratio. The corresponding simulation results are listed in Table 2.3 and 

shown in Fig. 2.6. It can be seen that the c t   ratio for the clustered 

assemblage increases considerably from 4.5 when 1in bt

n nT T   to 9.2 when 

8in bt

n nT T   and it continues to increase gently afterwards. Note the c t   

ratio is constant at approximately 4.0 for the non-clustered assemblage (see 

Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.5b), 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.4 Dependence of macroscopic properties on
s n

k k  ratio for non-

clustered assembly. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.5 Dependence of macroscopic properties on
s n

T T  ratio for non-

clustered assembly. 

As shown in Fig. 2.5b, c  and t  increase almost at the same rate for non-

clustered assembly and therefore the ratio between them keeps approximately 

constant at 4.0 due to contact bond between particles having the same 
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strengths. On the contrary, the strength difference for contacts within clusters 

and between clusters for clustered assembly makes c to increase at a greater 

rate than t, resulting in constantly increasing strength ratio. Therefore, it is 

expected that the strength ratio can be increased to a more realistic value (e.g., 

10) using clustered assemblage so that the characteristics of real rocks can be 

better represented by the synthetic samples. 

 

 

Fig. 2.6 Dependence of UCS and BTS on in bt

n n
T T ratio for clustered assembly.  

2.2.3 Numerical calibration of model parameters for 

the reference sandstone 

Based on the calibration process described above, a numerical calibration was 

conducted against the reference synthetic sandstone used in Huang et al. 

(2013). The purpose is to find a set of micro-scale parameters that can 

produce the macro-properties including the strength ratio as close as possible 

to those of the real rock. Similar procedures are followed: the micro contact 

stiffness values are determined first to produce matched elastic constants (E 

and ) due to the fact that the macro elastic constants are derived in the elastic 

deformation phase wherein no bond strength related parameters are involved; 

after the equivalent macro elastic constants are obtained, choices for micro-
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bond strength parameters are then made to generate models with c roughly 

equal to that of the reference rock; finally the clustered assembly is made with 

the improved strength ratio. 

Table 2.4 Calibrated micro-parameters for non-clustered assembly and 

clustered assembly 

Micro 

parameters 
n  S    

nk  s nk k  nT  s nT T  
bt

nT  
in bt

n nT T  
bt bt

s nT T  
in bt

s sT T  

Non-

clustered 

assembly  

0.17 – 0.839 52 0.48 80 10 – – – – 

Clustered 

assembly 
0.17 10  0.839 40 0.50 – – 20 10 10 10 

Table 2.5 Comparison of calculated macro-properties in DEM 

Macro properties E (GPa)    
c

  (MPa) 
t

 (MPa) 
c t

    

Reference material 

(Huang et al. 2013) 
16.9 0.12 155 43 3.6 

Non-clustered assembly 18.2 0.18 153.9 36.0 4.3 

Clustered assembly 18.2  0.18  155.4  16.5 9.4 

 

Shown in Table 2.4 are the calibrated micromechanical parameters which give 

two sets of macro-properties for the DEM samples listed in Table 2.5. 

Compared with the reference synthetic rock, it can be seen that most macro-

properties are comparable with each other except the values of t and the 

strength ratio. Normally the true strength ratio for sandstone vary in the range 

of 6~10 while the reference synthetic rock used in Huang et al. (2013) only 

managed to achieve a ratio of 3.6, which is similar to the ratio achieved in our 

NCPA model. In contrast to this, using the proposed CPA approach, a more 

realistic strength ratio of 9.4 is achieved (Table 2.5) using the set of 

parameters listed in Table 2.4. Obviously, using the cluster approach assures 

better match of strength ratio between synthetic samples and real rocks, which 

the non-clustered assembly fails to achieve. Further discussions on the 

differences are given below. 
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2.3 2D simulation of rock cutting processes 

A system consisting of a cutter and a rock sample of the size 200mm × 80mm 

is considered in the rock cutting model (Fig. 2.7). The cutter made up of two 

walls is considered as a rigid body advancing at a velocity of V  with a back 

rake angle  . The tool–rock interaction is modelled by the Coulomb friction 

model and the rock material ahead of the cutter is removed as the cutter 

advances. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.7 Schematic illustration of cutting geometry and cutter-rock interaction. 

2.3.1 Simulations of rock cutting on the two 

assemblies discussed 

After the micro-parameter calibration, the rock cutting simulations were 

performed on the specimens constructed using two different assemblages 

discussed above. The cutting starts at the left edge of the specimen and 

various different cutting depths are simulated (Fig. 2.8). The back rake angle 

is set at 15º. The cutting process was simulated by moving the cutter 
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horizontally from left to right at a relatively low constant velocity to ensure 

quasi-static equilibrium state of the assembly. The interaction between the 

cutter wall segments and particles are described by normal and shear contact 

stiffeness nw nk k  and 0.1sw sk k , and by a contact friction coefficient 

w  .  

 

As can be seen in Fig. 2.1, the ductile mode cutting produces cuttings that pile 

up in front of the cutter face while this phenomenon becomes less pronounced 

during the brittle cutting process. This difference is reproduced reasonably 

well in the simulation (see Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.11). The output images would 

be clearer to demonstrate this difference if particles already detached 

completely from the assemblage were removed from the model, which was 

not implemented in our simulations due to software limitation. 

 

 

Fig. 2.8 Rock-cutter interaction occurring in (a) NCPA model and (b) CPA 

model for the case 4d R   captured at the initial cutting stage. Red-dotted 

particles are those with broken bonds, displayed as black line segments. Both 

models (only the areas close to the cutter) are shown enlarged 10 times, 

compared to the original figures in Fig. 2.11.  
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As the cutter advances, it comes into contact with particles and the interaction 

begins by micro-crack initiation and propagation in the specimen from the tip 

of the cutter. When a bond is broken, a micro-crack is produced. Coalescence 

of micro cracks evolves into macro-fractures, which leads to chip formations 

if they reach the top surface of rock specimen. During the simulations the 

following quantities were recorded as a function of the relative position of the 

cutter, l R :  

(a) Damage indicated by the intensity, orientation and location of micro-

cracks and quantified by the number of broken bonds. 

(b) Forces acted on the cutter involving the total tangential component tF  

and total normal component nF  . 

(c) The number of cracks when the bonds are broken, induced by cutting 

forces acting on the bonded particles. 

 

Fig. 2.8 shows typical cutting actions for both non-clustered and clustered 

assemblages. It can be seen clearly that cracks propagating downwards exist 

for both cases and no chipping results from the vertically propagating cracks. 

Fig. 2.8a shows that the damage takes place in the vicinity of the cutter tip and 

almost all particles in this damage region have broken bonds. For the clustered 

assembly (Fig. 2.8b), fractures develop further away from the cutter than the 

non-clustered model and thus more damage is resulted with a thicker layer of 

loose particles. The crack extension in the clustered model can be attributed to 

the relatively low inter-cluster bond strength between the cluster boundary 

particles, which is, as shown in Table 2.4, one order of magnitude smaller 

than the intra-cluster bond strength. Fig. 2.8b also demonstrates features that 

some fractures propagate horizontally and gradually upwards to the top 

surface of rock specimen, leading to the formation of small cut chips. In 

addition, simulations using the clustered model also successfully capture the 

crushing process of large rock particles into smaller ones, as demonstrated by 

the change of colour used to plot the particles ahead of the cutter, where red 

particles represent de-bonded particles resulted from transgranular cracking 

and particles shown in other colours are clusters not yet damaged (Fig. 2.8b). 
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Further analysis on the crack development in Fig. 2.8 reveals that the damage 

depth for both CPA and NCPA models is larger than the depth of cut, 

spreading over approximately 4 times and 2 times the depth of cut in CPA 

model and NCPA model, respectively. Though there are no published 

experimental observations to confirm any of these numbers due to the 

difficulty in observing the crack propagation within rock, a recent 

experimental study using fluorescent resin by Entacher et al. (2014) 

demonstrates that the cracks can even propagate beneath the cutter for more 

than 5 times the depth of cut, see their observation image reproduced in Fig. 

2.9a. However, we have to be aware that their experiment was done with a 

disc cutter, not a drag pick. The normal force for a disc cutter in general is 

expected to be greater than that for a drag pick at the same depth of cut and 

therefore the crack damage zone beneath the disc cutter is expected to be 

larger. Fig. 2.8 also shows that more significant horizontal cracks are being 

developed in the CPA model as the cutter advances further to the right. This 

suggests a higher possibility of chipping formations using the CPA model. It 

is widely observed in experiments that significant chippings can take place 

due to horizontal cracks propagating upwards to the top free surface (Lin and 

Zhou 2013), as illustrated in Fig. 2.9b. Therefore, the CPA is expected to 

model better the formation of chippings in rock cutting processes. 

 

 

Fig. 2.9 Crack development during cutting process: (a) cracks development 

beneath a disc cutter (after Entacher et al. (2014)); (b) crack development in 

the horizontal direction leading to chippings and complex geometry of 

fragmentations (after Lin and Zhou (2013)). 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 2.10 Comparison of histories of forces versus distance between (a) 

non-clustered model and (b) clustered model for depth of cut 4d R  .  

(b) 

(a) 
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The corresponding cutting force logs for the two different assemblages are 

shown in Fig. 2.10. The mean forces, 
nF  and 

tF  (averaged over the cutting 

distance), for both assemblages are at the same level, although the forces for 

the non-clustered assemblage are slightly higher compared with those for the 

clustered assemblage. The force variation for the depth of cut at 4d R , 

shown in Fig. 2.10a, is reasonably uniform and can be viewed as an indication 

of ductile-regime cutting described in Richard et al. (2012). On the contrary, 

the forces for the clustered model (Fig. 2.10b) show much greater variability 

including some peak values followed by an extended period of low values, a 

typical force profile corresponding to the cutting chip formation, which can be 

regarded as the occurrence of brittle mode failure. In this case higher peaks 

correspond to the coalescence of micro cracks and the formation of rock chips, 

while local small peaks with smaller intervals in between higher peaks 

correspond to the cracking events between particles within clusters as a result 

of bond breaking. 

  

The force log, to some degree, can be used to assess the transition point of 

cutting mode from ductile to brittle as the depth of cut increases. Comparing 

the force logs for cutting on the two distinct assemblies, we can find that the 

clustered assembly undergoes brittle mode cutting at a smaller depth of cut 

than the non-clustered assembly. In other words, the clustered assembly with 

larger value of c t   displays brittle cutting mode at shallower depth of cut. 

It is therefore clear that the ratio c t   does play an important role in the 

failure mode transition for rock cutting. 

 

2.3.2 Failure mode transition 

Cutting depth is the key factor influencing the rock cutting failure mode. The 

study on the failure model transition is conducted based on cutting simulations 

on the two types of synthetic rocks at d R  ranging from 2 to 25. Fig. 2.11 
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shows the comparison of failure modes for non-clustered and clustered 

assemblages at the cutting depth of d R =4, 8, 16 and 25.  

 

The rock failure mode for non-clustered model shifts clearly from ductile to 

brittle with increasing depth of cut, i.e., the transition from only shearing off 

particles to additional chippings at greater cutting depth (Fig. 2.11a). At small 

depth of cut ( 4,8d R  ), particles near the cutter are sheared off when either 

their normal or shear bond strength is exceeded by the forces induced by the 

cutter face. At greater depth of cut (e.g., 16d R  , 25), significant amount of 

micro-cracks occur and they coalescence to form large fractures. Some of 

these fractures propagate to the top surface well ahead of the cutter and 

therefore large cutting chips are formed. This feature is particularly clear 

when 25d R  . Based on our observations, significant horizontal fractures 

only develop when the depth of cut is greater than R12 . Therefore a 

preliminary conclusion is that 12d R can be viewed as the depth of cut for 

the transition of failure mode from ductile to brittle as horizontal fracture 

development is critical for forming large cutting chips.  

  

For the clustered model (Fig. 2.11b), more horizontal cracking (a sign of 

brittle mode cutting) is observed compared with the non-clustered model at 

the same depth of cut when the cutting is dominated by ductile mode in the 

non-clustered model. Based on the fracture pattern developed, it can be 

claimed that the failure mode is generally dominated by brittle failure in most 

cases, though ductile failure also make up certain proportions. The crushing of 

clusters into separate particles becomes gradually stronger as depth of cut 

increases, which is manifested by the increasing size of the crushed zone in 

front of the cutter. It is obvious that chips only form in the brittle mode cutting 

process and the chip size generally increases with the depth of cut. 

Furthermore, cutting on the CPA model at Rd 16  shows the existence of 

smaller chips above the major horizontal fracture, illustrating the potential 

complex geometry of rock fragmentations under cutting. This is in accordance 

with the chipping formations often observed in cutting experiments (see, for 
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example, the image reproduce in Fig. 2.9b) and the CPA model can produce 

results more closely resembling these observations. 

  

Based on the above analysis and the direct observation of Fig. 2.11, a 

preliminary conclusion in terms of the critical transition depth can be made: 

the ductile-brittle transition takes place roughly at Rd 4  for the CPA model 

compared with the NCPA model where the critical transition depth is 

approximately at Rd 16 . 

 

The cutting mode transition with respect to depth of cut can also be examined 

from the changes of average cutting forces, particularly the normal component. 

Assuming the cutting action is always dominated by ductile mode, i.e., 

WdF c  , the mean forces should have a linear relationship with the cutting 

depth. However, the mean forces deviate from the linear relationship as the 

cutting depth increases (Fig. 2.12). As shown in Fig. 2.12a for NCPA model, 

the average cutting forces keep increasing linearly until 12d R  . For

12d R , a non-linear relationship is shown, indicating the change in failure 

mechanism. A preliminary conclusion based on force variations is that the 

failure mode transition for NCPA model occurs at approximately 12d R . On 

the other hand, the mean forces for CPA model are no longer proportional to 

the normalised depth of cut after 4d R  (Fig. 2.12b) and therefore this can 

be regarded as the critical transition depth for the CPA model. 

 

However, for the CPA model (Fig. 2.12b), the initial linear relationship 

between mean forces and cutting depth has greater slopes compared with the 

NCPA model (Fig. 2.12a). This is because that at a very small cutting depth, 

such as 2d R , micro-cracking events for clustered model (Fig. 2.12b) 

mainly occur within clusters as the intra-cluster strength is much higher (200 

of in

nT  compared to 80 of nT  shown in Table 2.4) and therefore much higher 

forces are needed to break the clusters. The opposite happens when the cutting 

is in brittle mode at greater depth of cut. The mean forces needed for CPA 

model in brittle cutting mode are actually lower compared with those for the 
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NCPA model. This is due to the fact that in this mode the micro-cracks 

predominantly develop along the cluster boundaries and the boundary 

particles between clusters have lower bond strength, as discussed earlier.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.11 Comparison of failure mode for (a) NCPA model (b) CPA model 

under cutting at different depths of cut. 
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Fig. 2.12 Average cutting forces against the depth of cut d  normalised 

by R : (a) non-clustered assembly; (b) clustered assembly.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 2.13 Crack number versus length of cut l  normalised by R : (a) non-

clustered assembly; (b) clustered assembly. 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 
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In line with our expectations, the magnitude of average cutting forces, 

calculated over a cutting length of 200 mm, always increase with cutting 

depth. They increase at a higher constant rate initially and followed by a lower 

rate once the cutting enters the brittle failure mode. This argument is 

supported by experimental results presented in Richard (1999). To the 

contrary, Huang et al. (2013) reported in his work based on a length of cutting 

of 129.7 mm that smaller forces were required to cut the rock in brittle failure 

mode than those in ductile mode, which is contradictory to the laboratory test 

results reported in Richard (1999).  

 

During the cutting simulation, the total micro crack number within the 

specimen is recorded as a supplementary source to help to identify the rock-

cutting cycles, as shown in Fig. 2.13. As expected, for both non-clustered and 

clustered models, the crack number increases constantly in all cases of cutting 

depths, but at slightly different rates. More damages are expected at greater 

cutting depth and therefore the total number of cracks will be higher.  

 

For non-clustered assembly, at a shallow depth of cut, i.e., 4d R  or 8d R , 

only less than 100 cracks are generated for each step increases (blue-dotted 

circles in Fig. 2.13a), indicating the generation of modest local microfractures 

around the cutter tip. At greater cutting depth, the curves show rapid increase 

in number of cracks at a few locations as the red-dotted circles marked in Fig. 

2.13a, which could be as high as 400. These sudden increases in micro-

fractures are indications of cutting chip formations at these locations. Judging 

by the discrepancy in the number of cracks, it is reasonable to take 12d R  as 

the critical transition depth. This is also in accordance with the results 

reflected by the variations of cutting forces. 

 

For clustered assembly (Fig. 2.13b), similar trends can be observed. However, 

the phenomenon of sudden increase in micro-crack numbers is more 

pronounced, meaning larger cutting chips are formed. The failure mode 

transition is considered to happen at around 4d R  as at less than this cutting 

depth, the increase in micro-crack numbers is generally gradual which is 
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consistent with ductile failure mode. There are a few locations where there are 

higher rate of increase in micro-crack numbers, but the increases are less 

pronounced compared with other cutting depths.  

 

Some general observations based on the discussions above can be summarised 

below: rock failure mode under cutting is neither purely brittle nor purely 

ductile, but a mixture of both. However, depending on the depth of cut, one of 

the failure modes will be dominant. At small depth of cut, ductile failure mode 

is dominant but some small cut chips can also be formed. At great depth of cut, 

brittle failure is dominant, illustrated by large cut chips, but ductile failure 

shown as de-bonded particles ahead of the cutter head also exists. For two 

different models, the critical cutting depth of transition from ductile dominant 

failure mode to brittle dominant failure mode is at 12d R  for non-clustered 

model and 4d R  for clustered model. In other words, for our numerical 

specimen, the critical transition depth is 7.5cd  mm for NCPA model and 

2.5cd  mm for CPA model, i.e., reduced by 3 times. These values are too 

high compared to Nicodeme’s experiment done on Rhune sandstone 

(Nicodeme 1997; Richard 1999) where the critical transition depth was 

measured to be 0.4cd   mm. However, a direct comparison in this case may 

be misleading as the average grain size in Rhune sandstone is unknown and 

therefore using 625.0R  mm to estimate the dc value for Rhune sandstone 

may not be appropriate. 

 

2.4 The relationship between the strength ratio 

c t   and the critical cutting transition depth 

As stated in the introduction section, the critical depth for failure mode 

transition can be related to rock properties as: 

 

  2

cICc Kd   (2.11) 
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Assuming the initial crack size in a particulate assemblage is approximately 

equal to the average diameter of constituent particles, the mode І fracture 

toughness in plane strain, within the framework of linear elastic fracture 

mechanics, can be expressed as follows (Potyondy and Cundall 2004; 

Stavropoulou 2006), 

  

 RK tIC    (2.12) 

 

Combining Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12), the critical depth dc can be associated 

with the brittleness of rock as: 

 

 2(1 )c Rd B   (2.13) 

 

Therefore, the critical cutting transition depth, according to Eq. (2.13), is 

indirectly proportional to the square of B, i.e., the larger the rock’s brittleness, 

the smaller the critical depth will be. 

 

To obtain the scaling coefficient for Eq. (2.13), we used the simulation data 

from the synthetic rock material with brittleness 9.4B   analysed above. 

Based on this single data point, the scaling coefficient can be calculated as 

353.44 and the critical transition depth can be expressed as: 

 

 2353.44 (1 )cd R B   (2.14) 

 

To assess the performance of this relationship for the prediction of the critical 

depth for rocks with different values of brittleness, four additional cases at the 

brittleness of 4.5, 7.7, 10.5 and 15 respectively are tested using different CPA 

model parameters. The results of these cases are listed in Table 2.6 and shown 

in Fig. 2.14. The data calculated via DEM simulation appears to agree 

reasonably well with the trend predicted by Eq. (2.14). 
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Table 2.6 Critical transition depth for synthetic rock samples varying with 

different values of brittleness. 

Rock brittleness B  4.5 7.7 9.4 10.5 15 

c
d  6.3 3.0 2.5 2.3 1.9 

 

 

Fig. 2.14 The critical transition depth as a function of brittleness of rock. 

2.5 Discussions and conclusions 

It is important in the application of discrete element modelling to practical 

problems to ensure that the mechanical properties of the rock materials are 

correctly represented in numerical models. These properties include the 

deformation modulus, strength properties and stress-strain response. In DEM 

modelling, enforcing all properties are represented correctly in the numerical 

model may be difficult due to the inherent nature of the DEM algorithm. In 

this research, we proposed the use of particle clusters to achieve the 

improvement of the strength ratio representation. The numerical models with 
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properties correctly representing real rocks were generated based on 

dimensionless relationships between macro properties and micro parameters 

describing the interaction between particles. Parametric study was carried out, 

serving as a basis to obtain the calibrated micro parameters for clustered and 

non-clustered models.  

 

The clustering algorithm used in this study allows the creation of samples 

with the strength ratios equivalent to that of real rocks, thus overcoming the 

inherent incapability of conventional DEM models. The cluster itself can 

break, thereby simulating the case that big rock grains can be crushed into fine 

particles (or powders) during cutting which is commonly observed in 

experiments. Although the computation cost is relatively higher than the non-

clustered DEM models, particularly for large scale models, the clustering 

approach potentially opens a new avenue for DEM modelling that can 

produce results more closely resembling to reality. 

 

In rock cutting, the brittle failure mode is always accompanied by ductile 

failure mode, and vice versa. The actual failure mode of a cutting at certain 

depth is defined by the failure mode which is dominating. Apart from the 

calibration of UCS, the calibration of BTS is also necessary when using DEM 

to model the fracturing and fragmentation process of rocks subject to 

mechanical action of cutting tools. The critical transition depth is found to be 

dependent on not just c and fracture toughness, but rather more on the 

strength ratio c/t, also termed the brittleness of rock, via the relationship 

between fracture toughness and tensile strength (cf. Eq. 2.12). This finding 

clarifies the quantification of the critical cutting depth significantly. For 

example, rocks of large brittleness would have a small critical transition depth, 

which is consistent to laboratory observations.  

 

More work is needed to further validate the relationships discussed above. 

First of all, experimental tests of rock cuttings on different types of rocks need 

to be conducted. On the modelling side, more comprehensive series of 

numerical experiments including triaxial compression, indirect tension, 
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fracture toughness measurement as well as direct shear tests are required for 

more rigorous model calibration. The results of these additional tests will help 

the selection of more appropriate micro parameters and subsequently the 

quality of discrete element analysis in rock cutting can be improved. In 

addition, more realistic particle size distributions and more advanced 

clustering algorithm should be explored in the construction of the DEM model 

in order to have a better representation of the real rock matrix. For example, 

using a fixed number of particles (S=10 in our study) to form clusters is 

rudimentary and imposing a limit on the possible representation of cluster size 

distributions. The sensitivity of particle size on the final simulation results, 

including fracture patterns and crack propagations, and on the relationship 

2(1 )c Rd B  for both CPA and NCPA models should also be investigated.  
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Abstract 

Rock scratch or cutting typically involves driving a rigid cutter across the rock 

surface at certain depth of cut and is used to remove rock material in various 

engineering applications. It has been established that there exist two distinct 

failure modes in rock cutting, i.e., ductile mode and brittle mode. The ductile 

mode takes precedence when the cut is shallow and the increase in the depth 

of cut leads to rock failure gradually shifted to brittle failure dominant mode. 

The threshold depth, at which rock failure under cutting changes from the 

ductile to the brittle mode, is associated with not only the rock properties but 

also the cutting operational parameters and the understanding of this threshold 

is important to optimise the tool design and operational parameters. This study 

attempts to identify the critical transition depth using an empirical model to 

describe the material removal regime from an energy perspective. In the 

ductile failure cutting mode, the specific cutting energy is found to be 

independent of the depth of cut; but in the brittle failure cutting mode, the 

specific cutting energy is found to be dependent on the depth of cut following 

a power-law relationship. The transition point in terms of the depth of cut is 

identified as the intersection point between these two relationships. 

Experimental tests with different combinations of cutting velocity, depth of 

cut and back rake angle are conducted and the combination of the data and the 

model developed in this study provides a very effective tool to analyse the 

cutting mechanism and to identify the critical transition depth. 

Keywords: Scratch test; Cutting test; Failure mode; Ductile-brittle transition; 

Transition depth 
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3.1 Introduction 

Material scratching or cutting is widely used in many fields of science and 

engineering. The operation typically involves plowing or cutting a material 

with a scratch device, such as a Polycrystalline Diamond Compact (PDC) 

cutter, penetrating at a certain depth into the material under the application of 

a vertical load. Strictly speaking, scratching and cutting, however, are 

different at least in two aspects. Firstly, the penetration depth for scratching is 

usually smaller than that for cutting; secondly, in general scratching is 

performed with either a constant or increasing vertical load while constant 

vertical load is employed in cutting. As most studies cited in this study use a 

constant vertical load and the depth of cut falls within a moderately wide 

range of values, the two terms are used interchangeably in this article. 

Application examples of scratch tests include the measurement of strength and 

fracture properties of various materials such as rocks (Akono et al. 2011; 

Richard et al. 2012), the damage analysis of ceramics (Klecka and Subhash 

2008; Tan et al. 2012), the assessment of tool wear (Ersoy et al. 2005; 

Tönshoff et al. 2002) and the performance measurement of thin films and 

coatings (Barletta et al. 2008; Randall et al. 2001).  

 

 During the scratching or cutting process, there is a critical depth beyond 

which rock failure shifts from the ductile-dominated to the brittle-dominated 

regime. When the depth of cut is small, the rock failure is a strength-driven 

process with energy dissipated within the failed material in the form of a 

plastic flow (see Fig. 3.1a) and the average cutting force is proportional to the 

depth of cut (see the black solid line in Fig. 3.1c). In contrast, in deep cutting, 

in which the rock failure is dominated by the brittle regime with energy 

dissipated in creating macroscopic discontinuous cracking surfaces ahead of 

the scratch tool (Fig. 3.1b), the cutting force deviates from the linear trend and 

exhibits a scaling relationship with the square root of the depth of cut, 

following the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), as 

illustrated by the red solid curve in Fig. 3.1c.  
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The ductile-to-brittle failure transition of rock subjected to cutting has 

attracted many researchers’ attention and the pioneering work was done by 

Detournay and his collaborators (Huang et al. 2013; Nicodeme 1997; Richard 

1999; Richard et al. 2012; Richard et al. 1998; Zhou and Lin 2014). In the 

case of rock engineering, such as coring or mechanical excavation, it is often 

of great significance to ensure high quality coring or to control the extent of 

rocks being removed. Therefore, ensuring the removal of rock materials via 

cutting in a particular regime is crucial and it is imperative to identify the 

threshold value of the depth of cut that separates ductile-regime cutting from 

brittle-regime cutting. Through extensive cutting tests, Richard et al. (1998), 

for example, reported that the two different material failure mechanisms are 

reflected in the variations in cutting forces with regard to the depth of cut, i.e., 

in ductile-regime cutting, the tangential cutting force ( tF  shown in Fig. 3.5b) 

is proportional to the projected contact area between cutter and rock normal to 

the direction of cut; while in brittle-regime cutting, the force is expected to be 

proportional to the square root of the depth of cut. The critical failure mode 

transition depth is given as 𝑑𝑐 ∝  𝐾𝐼𝐶 𝜎𝑐⁄  2 , where 𝐾𝐼𝐶  and 𝜎𝑐  are fracture 

toughness and uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) of the rock respectively. 

This relationship offers mainly a qualitative description between the critical 

depth and rock mechanical properties and it also requires the determination of 

𝐾𝐼𝐶 and 𝜎𝑐 first which may complicate its application in engineering practice. 

 

Considering the energy dissipation for removing the rock material, ductile 

mode cutting is accomplished by volumetrically deforming the material ahead 

of the cutter (see Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.2a) while brittle mode cutting, as shown 

in Fig. 3.1b and Fig. 3.2b, is characterized with chippings formed by macro-

scale fracturing. The current study aims to develop a quantitative empirical 

model to predict the critical transition depth using the evolvement of specific 

energy for different rocks subjected to various cutting arrangements with 

different operational parameters such as cutting velocity, depth of cut and 

back rake angle. Cutting tests were performed on two selected types of rocks 

following a full factorial experimental design in which cutting velocity, depth 

of cut and back rake angle have several consideration levels. The quantitative 
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model to determine the critical transition depth from the perspective of energy 

balance was then established based on the theoretical analyses and the 

experimental data.  

 

 

Fig. 3.1 Rock failure in (a) ductile mode (b) brittle mode (after Richard 

(1999)) and schematic plot for the corresponding variation of (c) 

tangential cutting force and (d) specific energy with depth of cut. 
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic plot of cutting in (a) ductile mode and (b) brittle 

mode depicted in the plane normal to the cutting direction and thus the 

tangential cutting force is not included. 

3.2 Model formulation 

In rock cutting, the transition from ductile to brittle mode cutting due to the 

increasing depth of cut is accompanied by a reduction in the specific cutting 

energy, as sketched in Fig. 3.1d where the specific cutting energy sE  

decreases with depth of cut, d , and the cutting force component, either 

normal or tangential, increases linearly until the critical depth, cd , above 

which deviation from this linear relationship becomes evident. Since ductile 

mode cutting removes the rock material through plastic deformation and 

brittle mode cutting mainly through brittle fracture, their energy consumptions 

are expected to be different and therefore it is plausible to use the 

corresponding specific energy to understand the transition phenomenon. It is 

therefore potential to characterise the cutting failure transition by means of 

developing a model to trace specific cutting energy variation. 
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3.2.1 Ductile-mode energy 

The energy consumed in ductile-mode cutting is regarded as the product of 

tangential component of the resultant cutting force and the moving distance of 

the cutter. One part of the energy is used to deform the rock material and the 

other part to overcome the sliding friction at the interface of wear flat of the 

cutter and the newly-cut rock surface. 

 

Assuming the material in front of rake face is plastically deformed and 

removed in a continuous fashion (see Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.2a), by 

incorporating the effect of the back rake angle, the tangential component of 

cutting force for plastic deformation is given as  

 

 
_t p c cF A   (3.1) 

 

where   is a geometric factor characterising the influence of back rake angle 

 which is defined as the angle between the rake face and the normal to the 

rock surface (see Fig. 3.5b), 𝜎𝑐 is UCS and cA Wd  is the cross sectional area 

normal to the direction of cutting with W and d being width and depth of cut 

respectively. Eq. (3.1) introduces a geometric factor  to quantify the effect 

of  on specific cutting energy, which is different from the models developed 

by Detournay and Defourny (1992) and Richard et al. (2012), who only used 

_t p c cF A  with a fixed back rake angle at 15°. As evident from the 

experimental results from Richard (1999), the specific cutting energy rises 

with increasing back rake angle. 

 

Therefore, the energy consumed for removing rock material resulting from 

plastic deformation can be given as 

 

 _ _d p t p c cE l lF A      (3.2) 

 

where l  is the cutting distance. 
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As well as the energy consumed in plastically deforming the rock material, the 

energy consumed in overcoming the sliding friction is given as 

 

 
_ _d s d s f fE lA     (3.3) 

 

with 
_d s  being the sliding friction coefficient and 

 

 
f kH H E    (3.4) 

 

where k  is a constant relating the contact stress 
f  on the wear flat to the 

rock hardness H and elastic modulus E , and 
fA WL  is the contact area 

between wear flat and rock surface with L being the length of the wear flat 

(Arcona and Dow 1998). 

 

The total energy for ductile-mode cutting is the sum of energies consumed for 

the plastic deformation and the friction: 

 

 
_ _d d p d sE E E    (3.5) 

 

3.2.2 Brittle-mode energy 

When both the depth of cut and the load applied are increased to values large 

enough to propagate lateral cracks, material is removed by crack propagation 

and fracturing dominates the cutting process. As a first order approximation, 

the material removed through lateral cracking is a half cylinder of radius lC  

(see Fig. 3.2b) and length l (Bifano and Fawcett 1991). Thus the volume of 

material removal is:  

 

 2

2
b lCV l


    (3.6) 
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where 
lC  is the length of the lateral crack and it was found to be roughly 

related to the subsurface damage (Bifano and Fawcett 1991), i.e., the median 

crack 
mC as shown in Fig. 3.2b by    

 

 1l mC C k   (3.7) 

 

where 
1k  is a scaling constant. As 

mC  is related to the normal load 
nF  by a 

power law 2 3

m nC F  and nF  can be further scaled to d by 2

nF d (Bifano 

and Fawcett 1991; Marshall and Lawn 1986). Combining these results, we can 

obtain 

 

 4 3

lC d   (3.8) 

 

The energy consumption for fracturing is due to the creation of new surfaces 

associated with lateral and median cracks and is determined by the specific 

surface energy s  of the rock which is the energy required to create a unit of 

new surface area (Friedman et al. 1972). The fully cracked surface area was 

given by Bifano and Fawcett (1991) as  2 2s l mA C C l   . Hence the 

fracture energy associated with the generation of new surfaces considering 

lateral and median cracks is given by: 

 

  _ 2 2b f s s l m sE A C C l        (3.9) 

 

Apart from the energy required for brittle fracture, there is energy dissipated 

in the plastically deformed enclave (see Fig. 3.2b) which is related to the yield 

strength and the volume of deformed material (Bifano and Fawcett 1991) as: 

 

 _b p y pE V   (3.10) 
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where  is a constant, 
y is the yield strength and 

pV  is the volume of the 

plastically deformed enclave. Assuming the radius of the plastic deformation 

zone is approximately equal to
lC , then 

24p lV C l  and the total energy 

consumed in brittle-mode cutting amounts to: 

 

  _

2

_ 2 2
4

b b f b p l m s lyE E E C C l C l  


         (3.11) 

 

3.2.3 Specific cutting energy 

For cutting length of l , the volume of removed material for ductile mode is 

 

 d CV A l    (3.12) 

 

For the brittle mode, much more material is removed due to fracturing and the 

crack propagation to the free surface of the rock. The cross section of the 

cutting groove is larger than the projection area of the cutter itself ( ) due to 

lateral and median cracking. The total volume of material removed in brittle-

mode cutting is given in Eq. (3.6) as 22b lCV l  . 

 

Defined as the energy required to remove unit volume of material (Teale 

1965), the corresponding specific cutting energy for ductile mode is given as: 

 

 
_

d

s d
dE

E

V
   (3.13) 

 

Combined with Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4), Eq. (3.13) can be rewritten as 

 

 
_ _s d c d s

L
EE kH H

d
     (3.14) 

 

CA
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For our experiments, since the PDC cutters used are new ones with sharp 

cutting edge, it is reasonable to assume that the length of wear flat L is small 

and the contribution of the second term in the above equation is negligible, i.e.,  

 

 
_s d cE    (3.15) 

 

Similarly, we have the specific cutting energy for brittle-mode cutting (Bifano 

and Fawcett 1991): 

 

 
 

2

2

_
4

2

2 2l m s y l
b

s b

b l

C C l l
E

l

C

E
V C

  




   




   (3.16) 

 

Substituting the scaling relationships (3.7) and (3.8) into Eq. (3.16) yields 

 

 
4 3

_ b ps bE k d k    (3.17) 

 

where bk  is combination factor associated with both cutting geometry and 

material properties 𝐾𝐼𝐶 , 𝛾𝑠 , 𝐻 and 𝐸 and the crack sizes of 𝐶𝑙  and 𝐶𝑚depend 

on these material properties (Lawn and Cook 2012; Lawn 1998); pk  is a 

constant representing the specific energy to create the plastic deformation 

zone. Eq. (3.17) indicates that the specific cutting energy will decrease as d 

increases, asymptotically approaching to a constant value pk  for large values 

of d. 

 

Eq. (3.15), on the other hand, indicates that the specific cutting energy for 

ductile-mode cutting retains constant for each back rake angle, suggesting that 

the specific cutting energy is independent of the depth of cut. Note this energy 

term depends on the back rake angle since the geometry factor   introduced 

in this study is mainly determined by the back rake angle. 
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The differences in the specific energy between ductile mode and brittle mode 

cuttings are used to facilitate the identification of the critical transition depth 

discussed above. As implied by Eq. (3.15), the specific energy for ductile-

regime cutting is independent of the depth of cut; therefore it can be 

represented by a horizontal line if we plot it with respect to 43d (see the black 

line segment in Fig. 3.3). By comparison, the specific cutting energy for 

brittle-regime cutting given in Eq. (3.17) becomes a straight line with a slope 

bk  and an intercept 
pk  (see the red line segment in Fig. 3.3). Therefore, Eqs. 

(3.15) and (3.17) together define a piecewise function characterising the 

whole cutting process by relating the specific energy to depth of cut as: 

 

 
4 3

                     

          

c

s

b

c

p c

d d

d
E

k d k d














 (3.18) 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Schematic graph demonstrating the approach to identify the 

critical transition point where cutting changes from ductile-dominated to 

brittle-dominated regime.  

Subsequently, this specific cutting energy transition model given by the 

piecewise function is used to fit the experimental data for a particular type of 
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rock under certain operational parameters. The critical transition depth 𝑑𝑐 thus 

can be quantitatively identified as the intersection point of the two line 

segments representing these two distinct failure regimes. As will be 

demonstrated later, this approach provides a much better way of defining the 

value for 𝑑𝑐  in terms of both accuracy and clarity, compared with other 

methods reported in the literature.  

 

3.3 Test methodology 

3.3.1 Experimental setup 

The scratch tests were carried out using the Rock Strength Device (RSD) in 

the CSIRO laboratory in Perth, Australia (Detournay and Defourny 1992; 

Richard et al. 2012). As can be seen in Fig. 3.4a, the main components of 

RSD include the traverse base with a sample holder (indexed 1 on Fig. 3.4a), a 

movable cart (2) housing the vertical positioning system (3), a load cell (4) 

and a cutting unit (5). The cart is driven horizontally by a computer-controlled 

stepper motor (6) operating a ball screw (7) through a gearbox (8). The 

vertical positioning system (9) is tuned to adjust the depth of cut manually 

with the assistance of a micrometer (10). Once the desired depth is reached, 

the position of cutter is fixed by means of a rigid locking system (11) so that a 

constant depth of cut can be maintained during cutting. Force signal 

acquisition is achieved by a load sensor and a National Instruments data 

acquisition (DAQ) system controlled by LabVIEW
®
. The load measuring 

system can measure the tangential and normal components of the force acting 

on the cutter up to 4000 N with a precision of 1 N. For detailed specifications 

of this testing system, readers are referred to Richard et al. (2012). 

 

The PDC cutter used in the test is clamped to the tool holder, as shown in Fig. 

3.4b, which allows a 5-degree incremental change in the back rake angle. The 

back rake angles in this study are set to 5°, 15°, 30° and 45°. The PDC cutter 
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used in our tests has a width of 10 mm coated with a thin layer of 

polycrystalline diamond on a tungsten carbide base. 

 

The rocks used in our tests are two types of limestone: Savonnières and 

Tuffeau (see Fig. 3.4c). The rock samples were selected due to their relatively 

high homogeneity and low strength. The material homogeneity will help to 

achieve a low dispersion in terms of the interpretation of the experimental 

results. Two different types of rocks enable us to investigate the influence of 

different rock properties on force responses.  

 

 

Fig. 3.4 (a) Front and side view of the sketch of the RSD reproduced 

after Richard et al. (2012); (b) Cutter holder with a PDC cutter held at a 

5° back rake angle and (c) Core limestone samples: Savonnières (left) 

and Tuffeau (right). C-30 represents the third set with a back rake angle 

of 30°. 
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3.3.2 Test procedure 

The independent variables to be explored in the experiments are the depth of 

cut, the back rake angle and the cutting velocity to assess the effects of these 

parameters on rock cutting responses. The depth of cut includes seven 

consideration levels ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 mm at 0.1 interval; the back rake 

angle has four levels at 5°, 15°, 30° and 45° and the cutting velocity to be 

considered has five levels at 4, 8, 13, 17 and 20 mm/s. In other words, there 

are 4×5×7=140 number of combinations of these parameters for each type of 

rock. The geometrical representation of the design of experiments is shown in 

Fig. 3.5a and a typical set of cutting parameters for  5  is summarised in 

Table 3.1. For each rock sample, scratch tests were carried out with a sharp 

PDC cutter of 10 mm wide with different levels of back rake angle  as 

shown in Fig. 3.5b, depth of cut d and cutting velocity V. The total 280 tests 

are grouped into four sets based on four different levels of back rake angles. A 

typical set of tests consists of measuring forces varying with depth of cut and 

cutting velocity, i.e., the tangential and normal components tF  and nF  , which 

are parallel and normal to the cutter advancing direction respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 3.5 Geometrical representation of (a) the 4×5×7 full factorial design 

of experiments and (b) the cutter-rock interaction model. 

(a) (b) 
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Before starting the scratch test, samples are visually inspected for potential 

damage caused by the sample preparation. Then several preliminary cuts were 

done to give a smooth reference plane. After the reference plane is prepared, 

the micrometer was reset to zero. The depth of cut was then set to the required 

value for the desired test. If the failure of rock is in the brittle regime and 

discontinuous chip formation occurs during the reference plane preparation, a 

couple of cuts at shallow depths are then applied until a flattened plane is 

achieved.  

Table 3.1 An example of cutting parameters design for  5 . 

 

Test no. α  (°) V  (mm/s) d (mm)

Set 1 1 5 4 0.1

2 5 4 0.2

3 5 4 0.3

4 5 4 0.4

5 5 4 0.5

6 5 4 0.6

7 5 4 0.7

8 5 8 0.1

9 5 8 0.2

10 5 8 0.3

11 5 8 0.4

12 5 8 0.5

13 5 8 0.6

14 5 8 0.7

15 5 13 0.1

16 5 13 0.2

17 5 13 0.3

18 5 13 0.4

19 5 13 0.5

20 5 13 0.6

21 5 13 0.7

22 5 17 0.1

23 5 17 0.2

24 5 17 0.3

25 5 17 0.4

26 5 17 0.5

27 5 17 0.6

28 5 17 0.7

29 5 20 0.1

30 5 20 0.2

31 5 20 0.3

32 5 20 0.4

33 5 20 0.5

34 5 20 0.6

35 5 20 0.7
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Each test with the preset cutting specifications was conducted at least three 

times along the same groove to minimise the influence of possible 

inhomogeneity such as fracture, micro defects and bedding plane in the rock 

specimen. Due to the difficulty in changing the back rake angle through 

adjusting the cutter holder, tests with different pairs of (d, V) at one level of 

the four back rake angles were completed first before moving on to the tests 

on the next back rake angle.  

 

3.4 Results and discussions 

In the following discussions, Section 3.4.1 presents the general descriptions of 

force logs during the course of cutting. In Section 3.4.2 the effects of 

operational parameters including cutting velocity, depth of cut and back rake 

angle on the cutting forces and specific cutting energy are discussed. These 

discussions lead to the identification of the critical cutting depth. Section 3.4.3 

describes the effect of rock properties, using two different types of rocks, on 

cutting forces and the specific cutting energy, which leads to the discussion of 

the dependence of the critical transition depth on rock mechanical properties. 

Finally, comparison between the conceptual mode proposed in Richard et al. 

(1998) and the empirical model developed in this study in terms of the critical 

cutting depth prediction is presented. 

 

3.4.1 General characteristics of the force logs 

The two force components were measured at a sampling rate of 600 Hz in our 

tests. Fig. 3.6 gives an example of force traces for the Savonnières and 

Tuffeau sample, from which we calculate the mean and standard deviation of 

the forces using the values within the steady-state cutting section. Overall, the 

force components exhibit a similar trend: an initial peak when the cutter 

comes into contact with the rock specimen followed by the main steady state 

cutting section. When the cutter approaches the end of the core specimen, the 

forces experience a mild drop due to change in boundary conditions.  
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Fig. 3.6 Force traces recorded for a scratch test on (a) Tuffeau and (b) 

Savonnières showing tangential force Ft and normal force Fn as a 

function of time (d=0.4 mm, α=15° and v=4 mm/s). Straight lines 

represent the mean values averaged over the steady-state cutting region.  

The force traces can provide a supplementary perspective to examine how 

rock properties influence the cutting mode. As described by Richard et al. 

(2012), the force log resembles white noise variation for ductile-regime 

cutting but it expresses a pattern of saw-tooth fluctuation when cutting enters 

the brittle mode. Based on this simple judgment, it can be inferred that for the 

cases shown in Fig. 3.6, under the same operational parameters the brittle-

Steady-state cutting 

Initial contact 

Steady-state cutting 

Initial contact 

(b) 

(a) 
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mode cutting occurs on Tuffeau (Fig. 3.6a) but not on Savonnières (Fig. 3.6b). 

From this observation, we can understand that rock properties play a very 

important role in charatersing the rock cutting mechanisms. 

3.4.2 Effect of operational parameters 

3.4.2.1 Effect of cutting velocity 

As a preliminary investigation, Fig. 3.7 presents an example of scatter plots 

and fitted relationships for the tangential cutting force at a back rake angle of 

45°. This example shows the variation of forces with different cutting velocity 

and depth of cut for Tuffeau and Savonnières. The fitted surfaces appear to be 

parallel with the axis of cutting velocity, suggesting the effect of cutting 

velocity on force responses is insignificant, which was also reflected in Fig. 

3.8-Fig. 3.15 for both Savonnières and Tuffeau (in these figures, red and black 

markers stand for the tangential and normal cutting force, Ft and Fn, 

respectively). One might argue that in some cases, especially for the force data 

of the brittle cutting cases, cutting velocity has some influence on the cutting 

forces. However no consistent trend can be observed for the range of cutting 

velocity examined and the differences in cutting forces due to different cutting 

velocity are likely to be due to the inherent nature of high variability in cutting 

forces in brittle failure regime (Richard et al. 2012). 

 

 

Fig. 3.7 Tangential cutting force for Tuffeau and Savonnières varying 

with cutting velocity and depth of cut for back rake angle of 45°.  
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Fig. 3.8 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Savonnières at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 5°. 

 

Fig. 3.9 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Savonnières at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 15°. 
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Fig. 3.10 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Savonnières at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 30°. 

 

Fig. 3.11 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Savonnières at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 45°. 
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Fig. 3.12 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Tuffeau at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 5°. 

 

Fig. 3.13 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Tuffeau at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 15°. 
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Fig. 3.14 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Tuffeau at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 30°. 

 

Fig. 3.15 Cutting forces varying with depth of cut for Tuffeau at five 

levels of cutting velocities for back rake angle of 45°.  
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Fig. 3.16-Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.20-Fig. 3.23 are graphs of the specific cutting 

energy versus depth of cut d raised to the power of -4/3 for Tuffeau and 

Savonnières respectively. The specific cutting energy in this case is calculated 

as
 
   lWdlFt  , where Ft is the measured cutting force and lWd  is the 

nominal cutting volume. This nominal cutting volume is an accurate 

representation of the actual cutting volume in ductile cutting mode but it is 

only an approximate in brittle cutting mode. This approximation, as 

demonstrated in our analysis, does not affect the identification of the critical 

transition point. 

 

Similarly to the trends for cutting forces, the results show that the cutting 

velocity in the range of 4-20 mm/s hardly influences the specific cutting 

energy. Based on these results, it is reasonable to conclude that the effect of 

cutting velocity in the range of 4-20 mm/s on cutting forces or the critical 

transition depth is insignificant compared with other parameters and therefore 

they can be neglected in further considerations. However, one should be 

aware this conclusion may not be valid for high cutting velocity when rock 

dynamic responses have to be considered (Li et al. 2001; Menezes et al. 2014). 

 

3.4.2.2 Effect of depth of cut 

As an important operating parameter, the depth of cut is the dominant factor 

controlling the transition from ductile-to-brittle failure cutting mode. In this 

study, tests were performed at depth between 0.1-0.7 mm. The plots in Fig. 

3.8-Fig. 3.15 show that the forces, both the tangential and normal components, 

increase with the depth of cut, as expected. When the back rake angle is small, 

e.g., when  = 5°, the variability of forces becomes greater as the depth of cut 

increases, which is a sign of the occurrence of brittle fractures where 

periodical material removal mechanism dominates the cutting process (Guo et 

al. 1992; Nishimatsu 1972). The dispersion and deviation of the cutting forces 

provides a qualitative way to determine the critical transition depth. The lines 

in these graphs show the proportional relationship between the cutting force 

and the cutting depth ( ) only if the ductile failure mode is 

considered. As can be seen from these graphs, as the depth of cut gets greater 

WdF ct 
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the actual cutting force deviates more and more from the linear relationship, 

indicating the brittle failure mode becomes more and more dominant. The 

point where the cutting force starts deviating from the linear relationship can 

then be used to give an approximate estimate on the critical transition depth, 

even though the point in most cases is not directly obvious particularly when 

the test data are limited. For example, cutting on Tuffeau at  = 15°, shown in 

Fig. 3.13, suggests a possible value of  between 0.3 mm and 0.4 mm. For 

other cases of cutting on both Tuffeau and Savonnières, the cutting force 

graphs do not give a clear indication of the transition point corresponding to 

. As can be seen, there is significantly higher amount of uncertainty 

involved in this process compared with the method proposed in this research. 

 

Unlike cutting forces, the degree of variability of specific cutting energy at 

different depths of cut appears to remain more or less the same (see Fig. 3.16-

Fig. 3.23). Despite the increment in cutting forces, the specific energy for both 

Tuffeau and Savonnières with increasing depth of cut keeps roughly constant 

for ductile-regime cutting and decreases after the transition from ductile to 

brittle cutting mode. The volume of removed material increases 

discontinuously when the cutting mode changes. In other words, the volume 

of material removed is no longer linearly correlated with the depth of cut in 

brittle cutting mode, as it is in ductile cutting regime. The volume removed in 

this case is related to lateral crack dimension that has a power-law relationship 

with the depth of cut and the lateral cracks contribute greatly to more material 

being removed by brittle fractures. This is the main reason that the specific 

cutting energy shows a reduction with regard to the depth of cut even where 

the cutting forces actually increase. In comparison with Fig. 3.13 where there 

is no clear indication of the  𝑑𝑐  value based on force logs for cutting on 

Tuffeau at  = 15°, Fig. 3.17 constructed using the model proposed in this 

study offers a simple and clear method to estimate the 𝑑𝑐 value which in the 

case is 0.35 mm. 

 

Regardless of method used (cutting forces or specific energy), no obvious 

cutting mode transition can be observed for cutting tests on Tuffeau at  = 45° 

cd
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as shown in Fig. 3.15 (forces) and Fig. 3.19 (specific energy) and on 

Savonnières at 30    or 45    as shown in Fig. 3.10-Fig. 3.11 (forces) 

and Fig. 3.22-Fig. 3.23 (specific energy). This is caused by the relatively large 

back rake angle as discussed below. 

 

3.4.2.3 Effect of back rake angle 

Fig. 3.8-Fig. 3.15 display the forces varying with depth of cut for Tuffeau and 

Savonnières at different back rake angles. Overall the cutting forces increase 

as the back rake angle increases. In terms of the critical transition depth, 

smaller back rake angle causes forces to depart from the linear increasing 

trend at shallower depth, as shown in Fig. 3.8-Fig. 3.15 for both Tuffeau and 

Savonnières and the departing point can be used to estimate the dc, as 

discussed above and also in Richard et al. (1998). For instance, the forces for 

Savonnières departing from the linear relationship at the depth of cut beyond 

0.3 mm for =5° (Fig. 3.8) and 0.4 mm for =15° (Fig. 3.9). This is also 

reflected in the dispersion (or variability) of the measured data. Comparing 

between Fig. 3.8-Fig. 3.11, it is found that cutting on Savonnières at larger 

back rake angle, such as =45°, generates less scattered data, which suggests 

the dominance of the ductile failure in cutting. This means the increase in  

would lead to rock cutting changing from the brittle-dominated to the ductile-

dominated failure when cutting at the same depth. Despite the qualitative 

description of the ductile-brittle transition, in general it is not clear about the 

specific depth at which the failure mode transition occurs.  

 

To give a better and clearer estimate, the empirical model proposed in this 

study again can be used. When using the specific cutting energy transition 

model to fit the experimental data, initial values are given by examining the 

experimental data. For example, when cutting on Tuffeau at =5° (Fig. 3.16), 

an initial value 0.3 mm for  seems to be a good choice and data fitting 

produces a very close  of 0.31 mm (Table 3.2). 
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The transition from ductile to brittle cutting mode can be clearly identified in 

these graphs. The data points for large  suggest the cutting tends to follow 

the ductile-regime (horizontal line), while points for small  suggest the 

cutting tends to follow more closely the brittle-regime (slopped line). The 

critical transition depth for both Tuffeau and Savonnières increases with the 

back rake angle until nearly =45° for Tuffeau and =30° for Savonnières 

wherein only ductile-mode cutting is observed. With increasing back rake 

angle, the intercept 
pk  also increases, implying more energy is consumed in 

plastically deforming the rock material (see Fig. 3.16-Fig. 3.18 for Tuffeau 

and Fig. 3.20-Fig. 3.21 for Savonnières). This is also partially attributed to the 

changes in cut debris flow from upward to downward as  increases, as 

demonstrated experimentally in Richard (1999) and Huang et al. (2013).  

 

In comparison with the approximate estimation of 𝑑𝑐 derived from the force 

logs, more accurate predictions can be achieved based on the specific cutting 

energy model proposed in this study, which give a specific critical depth of 

0.33 mm for =5° (Fig. 3.20) and of 0.42 mm for =15° (Fig. 3.21) for 

Savonnières. 

 

3.4.3 Effect of rock properties 

We focus on the uniaxial compressive strength  to investigate the influence 

of rock properties on the cutting responses. Cutting rocks of higher strength 

obviously requires greater forces to be applied on the cutter. Savonnières used 

in our tests has a UCS of 25 MPa and Tuffeau 10 MPa (Franca 2010). Both 

the tangential and the normal forces from the tests on Savonnières are always 

higher, as expected, than those of Tuffeau under the same operational 

parameters, i.e., same depth of cut and same back rake angle. However, based 

on force logs, we cannot make a definite conclusion on the influence of rock 

properties on the critical transition depth because most of the cutting force 

logs fail to give specific values of . Instead, force logs can only offer an 
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estimated range of . For example, when cutting at =5°, the failure mode 

transition can only be estimated to happen at the depth greater than 0.2 mm 

for both Savonnières and Tuffeau (Table 3.2). It is not possible in this case to 

draw any conclusion on the differences in the critical transition depths of 

these two rocks. 

 

The specific cutting energy also varies with rock properties considerably. For 

cutting in ductile regime at the same back rake angle, Savonnières with higher 

UCS requires larger ductile specific cutting energy than Tuffeau, as expected. 

On the other hand, when the cutting changes into brittle mode, Savonnières 

exhibits a larger slope  than Tuffeau. However we have to be aware that the 

slope  is a factor related to both rock strength and rock fracture properties. 

Nevertheless a larger  indicates that harder rock may tend to have the 

failure mode transition occurring at greater cutting depth. Using the specific 

cutting energy as an index to determine the critical transition depth, it is 

interesting to see, for example, the critical depth 𝑑𝑐 is 0.35 mm for Tuffeau 

when =15°, compared to 0.41 mm for Savonnières. This may be explained 

by our previous work (He and Xu 2015) where the critical depth is linked to 

both the mineral grain size and the brittleness that is defined as the ratio of 

UCS to Brazilian tension strength. If we presume that the brittleness for the 

two rocks has the same value, say 10, then 𝑑𝑐 depends only on the grain size. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3.4c, Savonnières is composed of larger grains than 

Tuffeau and therefore a larger 𝑑𝑐 can be expected for Savonnières.  
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Fig. 3.16 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Tuffeau at various 

cutting velocities with =5°. 

 

Fig. 3.17 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Tuffeau at various 

cutting velocities with =15°. 
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Fig. 3.18 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Tuffeau at various 

cutting velocities with =30°. 

 

Fig. 3.19 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Tuffeau at various 

cutting velocities with =45°. 
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Fig. 3.20 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Savonnières at various 

cutting velocities with =5°. 

 

Fig. 3.21 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Savonnières at various 

cutting velocities with =15°. 
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Fig. 3.22 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Savonnières at various 

cutting velocities with =30°. 

 

Fig. 3.23 Specific cutting energy versus d
-4/3

 for Savonnières at various 

cutting velocities with =45°. 
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To sum up, Table 3.2 presents the values of  determined using cutting 

force logs as suggested in Richard et al. (1998) and specific cutting energy 

transition model as proposed in this study. Note in Ricard’s model, 
 
is 

related to rock properties using a qualitative relationship and 

therefore it is difficult to get a specific value for . The results given in the 

table were estimated approximately based on Fig. 3.8-Fig. 3.15 in 

combination with the corresponding cutting force logs (not shown, but see Fig. 

6 for an example). On the other hand, the specific energy transition model 

proposed in this study enables the identification of the specific value for . 

For example, when cutting on Tuffeau at , as shown in Table 3.2, the 

best we can say about  estimated from the cutting force log is >0.2 mm 

and no specific value can be identified. However, based on the specific energy 

transition model, a specific value of 0.31 mm can be obtained for . Clearly 

the approach proposed is a much better method for the prediction of . 

Table 3.2 Critical transition depth determined by the force logs (F) and the 

specific cutting energy transition model (E). 

 α/° 
Tuffeau Savonnières 

dc/mm (F) dc/mm (E) dc/mm (E) dc/mm (E) 

5 >0.2 0.31 >0.2 0.33 

15 >0.3 0.35 >0.3 0.42 

30 >0.5 0.50 — — 

45 >0.6 — — — 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

This study introduces a data analysis technique based on rock cutting test 

results to determine the critical transition depth of cut separating the ductile 

from brittle cutting mode under different cutting conditions. The back rake 

angle and rock properties are demonstrated to be the key factors influencing 

the critical transition cutting depth. Two types of rocks, Tuffeau and 

Savonnières, are used in our analysis to demonstrate our approach. 

cd

cd

 2

cICc Kd 

cd

cd
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cd cd

cd

cd
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A model is proposed in this study to quantify the specific cutting energy for 

rock cutting. The specific cutting energy transition model proposed in this 

study can describe effectively the whole evolution of the cutting transition 

from ductile to brittle mode. This model takes into account both ductile-

regime and brittle-regime cuttings while incorporating the effects of different 

operational parameters and material properties. Ductile cutting can be 

reflected by a horizontal line segment in the proposed model while brittle 

cutting is represented by a slopped line segment that describes the specific 

cutting energy in brittle mode as a linear function of the depth of cut with an 

exponent of -4/3. The critical transition depth corresponds to the depth where 

these two line segments intersect.  

  

In our analysis, the ductile-brittle transition was identified directly from the 

experimental data using our proposed model. The specific cutting energy in 

general decreases with depth of cut but tends to increase with back rake angle. 

The experimental data suggest cutting mode leans more toward ductile for 

large back rake angle, but more toward brittle for small back rake angles, 

when other operational parameters are the same. As a result, the critical 

transition depth increases when the back rake angle increases. The critical 

transition depth appears to be independent of the cutting velocity tested in our 

experiments. 

 

Using specific cutting energy to determine the critical transition depth has two 

advantages over the conceptual mode developed by Richard et al. (1998). 

Firstly, our model can give definitive values for the critical transition depth 

while the conceptual model only predicts them qualitatively. Secondly, the 

new specific cutting energy model possesses the ability to predict the critical 

depth without involving the measurement of rock properties whilst the 

conceptual model requires the UCS and fracture toughness to be known in 

prior. 

 

The Savonnières rock with higher UCS has a larger critical transition depth 

compared with Tuffeau, as expected. However, as demonstrated in He and Xu 
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(2015), in addition to operational parameters, the critical transition depth 

depends not only on brittleness, i.e., the ratio of UCS to BTS, but also on 

other rock properties such as the grain size. However, further experimental 

studies are needed before definite relationships can be established. 
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Abstract 

The failure mode of rock under cutting exhibits a ductile-brittle transition as 

the depth of cut increases. The critical transition depth, beyond which energy 

consumed in brittle fracturing surpasses the energy consumed in plastic flow, 

is the key to differentiating between the ductile and brittle cutting modes and 

therefore is an important parameter to optimise tool design and operational 

parameter to meet specific application requirements. This critical failure mode 

transition depth depends not only on the rock properties but also on the cutting 

operational parameters, in particular, the back rake angle. In this work, a 

series of rock cutting tests were performed to investigate the influence of back 

rake angle on the critical failure mode transition depth. Size effect law is 

employed first to identify the critical transition depth, which is then compared 

with values derived from the analysis of the specific cutting energy. It is 

found that the critical failure mode transition depth increases with the back 

rake angle. This suggests that the brittle fracture failure induced at large depth 

of cut can be inhibited by increasing the back rake angle. Cutting at small 

back rake angle, on the other hand, is desirable if minimisation of the cutting 

energy is required in the application.  

Keywords: Rock cutting; Ductile-brittle transition; Critical failure mode 

transition depth; Size effect law; Specific energy 
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4.1 Introduction 

Understanding the interaction between rock and a mechanical cutter is 

critically important for many rock engineering applications, including 

exploration drilling, tunnelling, mining, stone sawing and polishing 

(Buyuksagis 2007; Che and Ehmann 2014; Franca 2011; Kahraman 2002; Li 

et al. 2001). The cutting process involves removing a fraction of rock material 

with a cutter being driven across the surface of rock at a prescribed velocity 

while penetrating into the rock at certain depth, see illustration in Fig. 4.1. 

This penetration depth is referred to as depth of cut, d. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Schematic representation of a cutting test with an inclined 

cutter. The inclination of cutter with respect to the normal to the top 

surface of rock is the back rake angle  . tF  and nF are the tangential 

and normal component of the resulting cutting force cF .  

It is well known that there exist two different failure modes in rock cutting, 

namely, ductile and brittle failure modes (Huang et al. 2013; Nicodeme 1997; 

Richard 1999; Richard et al. 1998; Zhou and Lin 2013) and both failure 

mechanisms in general coexist in any cutting operation (He and Xu 2015a). In 

shallow cutting, the ductile failure mode dominates, which is characterised by 

crushing of particles in the vicinity of the tip of the cutting tool and shearing 
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of rock grains in front of the tool (see Fig. 4.2a and Fig. 4.2b). Brittle failure 

mode will dominate at greater cutting depths with energy dissipated mainly in 

creating macroscopic cracking surfaces ahead of the cutting tool (see Fig. 4.2c 

and Fig. 4.2d). Therefore, a critical transition depth emerges where the failure 

of rock in cutting changes from ductile-dominated to brittle-dominated failure 

as the depth of cut increases. 

 

 

Fig. 4.2 Typical ductile failure mode of cutting in (a) test and (b) 

simulation and typical brittle failure mode of cutting in (c) test and (d) 

simulation. Results of experiment (left) and simulation (right) are 

reproduced after Richard (1999) and He and Xu (2015a), respectively. 

The failure mode transition has been an active research topic in rock cutting 

mechanics, e.g., (He and Xu 2015a; Huang et al. 2013; Nicodeme 1997; 

Richard 1999; Richard et al. 2012; Richard et al. 1998; Zhou and Lin 2013; 

Zhou and Lin 2014). Most of these studies focused on linking the critical 

failure mode transition depth with the mechanical properties of rock such as 

opening-mode fracture toughness, ICK , uniaxial compressive strength, 𝜎𝑐, and 

tensile strength, 𝜎𝑡 . For example, Richard et al. (1998) proposed the 

relationship between the critical failure mode transition depth, 𝑑𝑐, and rock 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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properties as 𝑑𝑐 ∝  𝐾𝐼𝐶 𝜎𝑐⁄  2 . This relationship was later confirmed by 

discrete element numerical simulations in Huang and Detournay (2008) where 

𝑑𝑐 is further linked to an intrinsic length scale, 𝑙𝑖 =  𝜋⁄  𝐾𝐼𝐶 𝜎𝑐⁄  2. The effect 

of the rock grain size on the cutting transition has been analysed in He and Xu 

(2015a) where they show that the critical transition depth is also proportional 

to the grain sizes of rock minerals. However, to our best knowledge, the effect 

of some operational parameters such as the back rake angle on the failure 

mode transition phenomenon has not been reported yet in available published 

studies, even it has been demonstrated in experiments (He and Xu 2015c) that 

back rake angle has significant impact on the failure mode transition. 

 

Experimental observations suggest that the critical failure mode transition 

depth is dependent not only on rock properties but also on the operational 

parameters. The study in He and Xu (2015c) presents a confirmation of this 

claim by analysing the variations of specific cutting energy with regard to 

operational parameters. It is found in the study that the cutting velocity in the 

range of 4-20 mm/s has little impact on failure mode transition but the back 

rake angle plays an important role in the determination of the actual critical 

transition depth. Specifically, it is demonstrated that cutting on rock with a 

larger back rake angle tends to make the failure shift from ductile to brittle 

mode at greater depth of cut. 

 

In this work, cutting tests were conducted on two types of limestone to study 

the effect of the back rake angle on the transition of cutting failure modes, 

while incorporating the size effect into the analysis of the cutting mechanisms. 

The results are then compared with those derived from specific cutting energy 

analysis He and Xu (2015c). 
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4.2 Determination of the critical failure mode 

transition depth 

The tool-rock interaction in rock cutting is an extremely complex problem. 

Rock breakage during rock cutting can occur at different scales, ranging from 

micron scale for applications such as scratching/polishing to the scale of tens 

of centimeters in mechanical mining/excavation. The inherent spatial 

heterogeneity of rock at different scales brings additional complexities in 

predicting the mechanical responses of rock to the cutting action. Although 

there are extensive experimental and numerical studies reported on rock 

cutting processes, few of them deal with the reliable determination of the 

critical transition depth that quantifies the change of dominant rock failure 

modes during rock cutting. To deal with this issue, two different approaches 

are proposed below, with one based on the size effect analysis and the other 

on specific cutting energy. 

 

4.2.1 Critical transition depth prediction based on 

size effect analysis 

It is well understood, in general, larger structures are more brittle than smaller 

structures (Van Mier 2012) and there is an decrease in the nominal strength 

when the structure size exceeds a critical value. To capture the failure 

transitional behaviour for structures of varying sizes, Bažant proposed a size 

effect law (SEL) (Bažant 1984; Bažant et al. 1991) to model the blunt fracture 

behaviour in concrete, rock and metal materials, which, as stated by Van Mier 

(2012), is in nature a “clever curve-fitting method”. This asymptotic-matching 

fitting approach, as shown in a log-log representation in Fig. 4.3, connects the 

horizontal strength asymptote for small sizes and fracture asymptote with a 

slope of -1/2 based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) for large 

sized structures via a continuous function. The nominal strength of a structure 

can then be expressed as a simple function of its size, i.e., 
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 (4.1) 

 

where nB  is a dimensionless geometric factor, 
y  is the yield strength, D  is 

the characteristic structure size under consideration and 0D  stands for the 

transitional size of the structure. When 𝐷 ≪ 𝐷0 , the energy release by 

fracturing is negligible, whereas for 𝐷 ≫ 𝐷0, fracture-induced energy release 

becomes dominant. Both nB  and 
0D  depend on rock fracture properties and 

the structure geometry in question. The nominal strength n  is defined as 

follows (Bažant 1984): 

 

 
n n

F
C

bD
    (4.2) 

 

where nC  is a coefficient, F  is the peak force applied on the structure, b  is 

the structure width and thus bD  is the cross-sectional area of the structure 

which bears the force. 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 Bažant’s size effect law bridging between the strength 

asymptote and the LEFM asymptote. 
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In rock cutting, ductile failure dominates at shallow cuts and the specific 

cutting energy is almost constant, independent of the cutting depth. After the 

cutting depth is greater than the critical transition depth, brittle failure 

dominates and the specific energy will decrease against increasing cutting 

depth. This failure mode transition displays similar characteristics as the size 

effect law even strictly speaking the underlying mechanisms considered 

behind these two features are different. The reduction in strength in size effect 

law is mainly due to the inclusion of more defects in rocks at large scales, 

while the reduction in specific cutting energy in rock cutting is mainly due to 

the increment in the proportion of fracturing failure mode as cutting depth 

increases (He and Xu 2015b). However, there is some equivalence as both are 

dealing with easier brittle failure at larger scales due to the involvement of 

fracturing. In this respect, Lin and Zhou tried to promote the understanding of 

rock cutting mechanics by the application of the size effect law (Lin and Zhou 

2013; Zhou and Lin 2013; Zhou and Lin 2014). They show some remarkable 

results to demonstrate that the size effect law fits and reproduces the cutting 

test data very well. They choose the depth of cut, d D , as the characteristic 

structure size, and define the nominal strength n  as the ratio of the average 

peak tangential cutting force to the projected contact area in the cutting 

direction. Accordingly, Eq. (4.2) is rewritten as 

 

 t
n

F

Wd
    (4.3) 

 

where tF  is the tangential component of the cutting force and W is the width 

of cut. In addition, in order to be comparable with Eq. (4.1), they replace the 

yield strength with the uniaxial compressive strength c . Therefore, the size 

effect equation for rock cutting is expressed in the form of 

 

 
c

cn

n
dd

B




1


  (4.4) 
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with d  and 
cd  being the depth of cut and the critical failure mode transition 

depth, respectively. 

 

In this study, we take the view that the assumption of the tangential cutting 

force tF  as the sole contributor to the nominal strength might be an 

oversimplification of the actual loading conditions. The contribution from the 

normal component of the cutting force nF  cannot be ignored as it maintains 

the cutter at depth d , and therefore acts as an indentation load (Akono et al. 

2012). As vertical indentation and horizontal cutting coexist during the cutting 

process and these two loading conditions can both induce ductile or brittle 

failure (Zhou and Lin 2013), depending on cutting conditions. Therefore the 

effect of the normal cutting force nF  is taken into consideration in this study 

by a modified nominal strength definition based on Eq. (4.3): 

 

 
c

n

b

F

A
    (4.5) 

 

where cF is the resultant cutting force accounting for both the tangential and 

normal cutting force components, i.e., 
2 2c

t nF F F   and bA  is the 

contacting area between the cutting tool and the rock, i.e., cosbA W d  . Eq. 

(4.4) in combination with Eq. (4.5) is then used to fit the experimental data to 

derive the critical transition depth, cd . 

 

4.2.2 Critical transition depth prediction based on 

Specific cutting energy transition 

In view of the difference in the energy dissipation between ductile and brittle 

cutting modes, the specific cutting energy, an index to measure the cutting 

efficiency, was utilised to quantitatively determine the critical failure mode 
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transition depth in He and Xu (2015c). Some of the key relationships are 

summarised below. 

 

For new PDC cutters (as used in this study), it is reasonable to neglect the 

influence of wear flat of the cutter tip on the cutting force responses. 

Therefore, when cutting proceeds in ductile failure mode, the specific cutting 

energy is (He and Xu 2015c): 

 

 
_s d cE    (4.6) 

 

where 
_s dE  is the specific energy for ductile cutting and   as a geometric 

factor characterises the influence of back rake angle . 

 

On the other hand, when the cutting changes to brittle failure dominating 

mode, the specific energy is related to the depth of cut as: 

 

 
4 3

_ b ps bE k d k    (4.7) 

 

where bk  is a process factor associated with material properties as well as the 

cutting geometry imposed during the cutting process (Lawn and Cook 2012; 

Lawn 1998) and pk  is a constant representing the energy to create a unit 

volume of the plastic deformation zone underneath the cutter. 

 

When the ductile failure mode is dominant in cutting, the energy is dissipated 

in volumetrically deforming the rock ahead of the cutter and the material is 

removed via plastic flow. While for brittle failure dominant cutting, the 

energy is mainly dissipated upon crack propagation and development of 

fracture surfaces. Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) present this difference in terms of 

specific cutting energy. As implied by Eq. (4.6), the specific energy for 

ductile-regime cutting keeps constant for different cutting depths, but only 

influenced by the back rake angle and therefore it can be represented by a 

horizontal line segment on a sE  vs 4 3d   diagram (see the black line segment 
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in Fig. 4.4). The specific energy for brittle-regime cutting given in Eq. (4.7), 

by contrast, is proportional to 4 3d  , displaying as a straight line with the slope 

of bk  and the intercept of 
pk (see the red line segment in Fig. 4.4).  

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Schematic diagram illustrating the use of the variation of the 

specific cutting energy to estimate the critical transition depth cd  at 

which the dominant failure mode changes.  

Therefore the complete expression of the specific energy for different cutting 

conditions is a piecewise function by combining Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7), i.e.,  

 

 
4 3
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d d
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k d k d














  (4.8) 

 

This specific cutting energy transition model is used to fit the experimental 

data from cutting such that the critical transition depth 𝑑𝑐  can be 

quantitatively identified as the intersection point of the horizontal ductile-

regime cutting line segment and the sloped brittle-regime cutting line segment. 
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Comparing these two techniques discussed above for the determination of the 

critical transition depth dc, one can find that both are based on data fitting 

method to locate the value for dc. However, we have to be aware of the 

difference between them. The specific cutting energy defined in Eq. (4.8) is 

essentially the ratio of the tangential cutting force to the vertically-projected 

contact area, i.e., 
tsE F Wd ; whilst the equivalent nominal strength given in 

Eq. (4.5) based on the size effect law also incorporates the effect of normal 

component of the cutting force in the evaluation. 

 

4.3 Cutting tests 

Linear rock cutting tests were conducted on two selected types of limestone: 

Savonnières (SL) and Tuffeau (TL) for their homogeneity in order to obtain 

more reproducible results and minimise the influence of rock heterogeneity on 

the variability of the experimental data under the same cutting conditions. 

Rock properties including uniaxial compressive strength c , Brazilian tensile 

strength t  and opening mode fracture toughness ICK  are listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Mechanical properties of SL and TL rock sample. 

 

Note: The brittleness B is defined as the ratio of c to t . 

 

In laboratory rock cutting tests, there are mainly three operational parameters, 

namely cutting velocity, depth of cut and back rake angle, affecting the 

cutting responses. It was concluded in He and Xu (2015c) that the cutting 

velocity in the range of 4-20 mm/s has little influence on the cutting force 

responses and therefore the cutting velocity is kept constant at 8 mm/s in this 

study. Three back rake angles at 15°, 30° and 45° respectively are considered 

in this study. For each back rake angle , a series of consecutive cuts were 

performed with different depths of cut increasing from 0.1 up to 1.7 mm in a 

22.95 (SL) 9.21 (TL) 2.10 (SL) 0.84 (TL) 0.35 (SL) 0.15 (TL) 10.93 (SL) 10.96  (TL)

 Uniaxial compressive strength

 σ c  (MPa) 

Brazilian tensile strength

 σ t  (MPa)

Brittleness

B K IC  (MPa·m
0.5

) 

Fracture toughness
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0.1 mm increment. During the course of cutting, the tangential and normal 

components of the cutting force, 
tF  and

nF , were recorded. Three cutting tests 

were carried out for each pair of back rake angle and depth of cut. 

 

4.3.1 Insights on failure mode transition from the 

force profile  

Fig. 4.5-Fig. 4.7 display the variations of tF  and nF  with depth of cut for the 

back rake angle of 15°, 30° and 45° respectively. For all cases, the forces 

increase as depth of cut increases. It is interesting to see that the force profile 

exhibits more variability for deeper cuts, indicating the occurrence of brittle-

regime failure, as discussed in Richard et al. (2012), that higher dispersion of 

cutting forces can be expected in the brittle failure cutting regime due to 

fracturing/chipping. 

 

The increasing rate of the cutting force against cutting depth can be used to 

estimate the critical transition depth (Richard 1999; Richard et al. 2012; 

Richard et al. 1998). Fig. 4.5 shows that at =15°, as depth of cut increases, 

the measured cutting forces increase linearly initially at small cutting depth, 

then gradually follow a non-linear increasing pattern. This demonstrates the 

change in the failure mode from ductile failure dominant to brittle failure 

dominant as the cutting depth increases. Similarly, the forces for the case of 

=30° follow more or less the same pattern (see Fig. 4.6). However, for the 

case of =45° (Fig. 4.7), the forces increase linearly until the depth of cut 

reaches 1.5 mm and then they show an unexpected sharp rise for deeper cuts. 

As discussed in He and Xu (2015b), this is an artefact due to the inability to 

timely and properly clear the debris directly ahead of the cutting tool at large 

back rake angle and therefore the creation of additional resistance to the cutter 

movement during cutting. In model assessment, these results cannot be used. 
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Fig. 4.5 Forces varying with depth of cut for (a) Tuffeau and (b) 

Savonnières at =15°. 
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Fig. 4.6 Forces varying with depth of cut for (a) Tuffeau and (b) 

Savonnières at =30°. 
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Fig. 4.7 Forces varying with depth of cut for (a) Tuffeau and (b) 

Savonnières at =45°. 
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4.3.2 Quantitative determination of the critical 

transition depth 

The force profiles discussed above only provide a qualitative description of 

the critical failure mode transition. The quantitative determination of the 

critical transition depth based on the two data fitting models, i.e., the size 

effect law and the specific cutting energy transition model, is described below. 

 

4.3.2.1 Critical transition depth for Tuffeau limestone 

Fig. 4.8-Fig. 4.10 present the estimation of the critical transition depth for 

Tuffeau limestone at three different back rake angles based on the two models 

discussed above. Based on the size effect law model, the estimated critical 

failure mode transition depth increases from 0.35 mm at =15°, 0.50 mm at 

=30°, to 0.98 mm at =45° (Fig. 4.8a-Fig. 4.10a and Table 4.2). Based on 

the specific cutting energy transition model, the corresponding figures are 

0.40 mm at =15°, 0.46 mm at =30° and 0.79 mm at =45° (Fig. 4.8b-Fig. 

4.10b and Table 4.2). In all cases, the size effect law model fits the cutting 

data better than the specific energy transition model (Fig. 4.8-Fig. 4.10). For 

example, the size effect equation, shown as the curve in Fig. 4.9a, fits the 

experimental data well with R
2
 = 0.91, whereas R

2
 reduces to 0.78 for the 

specific energy transition model (Fig. 4.9b). 

 

In addition to fact that the critical failure mode transition depth increases with 

the back rake angle, it is interesting to note that the specific cutting energy for 

the ductile failure dominant cutting process, represented by the horizontal line 

segment in Fig. 4.8b, Fig. 4.9b and Fig. 4.10b, also increase with the back 

rake angle. For =15°, it is fitted to be 9.3 MPa based on the specific cutting 

energy transition model, almost equal to the UCS of Tuffeau of 9.21 MPa, 

suggesting the geometric factor  in Eq. (4.6) being around 1.0. This is in 

good agreement with the experimental results in Richard et al. (2012) where 

the specific cutting energy is proved to be equal to the value of UCS at =15°. 

As the back rake angle increases,   increases to approximately 1.3 at =30° 
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and 2.0 at =45°. This indicates an increase in the back rake angle would 

require more energy to be consumed in ductile cutting. When cutting enters 

brittle dominant failure regime, 
pk  in Eq. (4.4), which characterises the 

energy dissipated in plastically deforming the rock in the direct vicinity of the 

cutter, also sees some increase as the back rake angle increases. This trend is 

similar to that reported in He and Xu (2015c) where they found that more 

energy is consumed in ductile failure of rock at large back rake angles, 

suggesting the cutting mode transition tends to occur at greater depth of cut. 
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Fig. 4.8 Determination of the critical failure mode transition depth for 

Tuffeau sample by (a) size effect law and (b) specific energy transition 

model for =15°. d is in the range of 0.1-1.7 mm. 
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Fig. 4.9 Determination of the critical failure mode transition depth for 

Tuffeau sample by (a) size effect law and (b) specific energy transition 

model for =30°. d is in the range of 0.1-1.7 mm. 
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Fig. 4.10 Determination of the critical failure mode transition depth for 

Tuffeau sample by (a) size effect law and (b) specific energy transition 

model for =45°. d is in the range of 0.1-1.7 mm.  
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4.3.2.2 Critical transition depth for Savonnières limestone 

The estimated critical transition depth for Savonnières limestone based on the 

two models for different back rake angle of 15°, 30° and 45° are displayed in 

Fig. 4.11-Fig. 4.13. Again the cd  increases as the back rake angle increases. 

Specifically, based on the size effect law model, cd  is estimated to be 0.41 

mm at =15° (Fig. 4.11a), 0.92 mm at =30° (Fig. 4.12a) and 2.76 mm at 

=45° (Fig. 4.13a), see also Table 4.2. Based on the specific cutting energy 

transition model, cd  is estimated to be 0.44 mm at =15° (Fig. 4.11b), 0.61 

mm at =30° (see Fig. 4.12b), but no value can be estimated for 45° at the 

range of cutting depth used (0.1-1.7 mm), indicating the cutting failure within 

this range at this back rake angle is dominated by the ductile regime. This 

might also be attributed to the inability to clear timely and properly the debris 

directly ahead of the cutter at high back rake angle, hence causing additional 

obstruction to the cutter movement and additional consumption of energy to 

re-crush the debris, as discussed above. In fact, the size effect law model for 

this case gives an unreasonably high cd  value of 2.76 mm since cutting on 

Savonnières with depth of 1.4 mm at =45°, as shown in Fig. 4.17, has 

already shown the occurrence of chipping and therefore a more reasonable cd  

value should be less than 1.4 mm. In terms of the goodness-of-fit, R
2
 based on 

the size effect model is again higher than that from the specific cutting energy 

transition model. 

 

To reduce the undesirable effects of the debris obstruction, the cutting data of 

Savonnières at =45° for cutting depth greater than 1.4 mm are disregarded, 

i.e., only the data for depth ranging from 0.1 mm to 1.4 mm are included in 

the analysis for these two critical transition depth derivation models. It can be 

seen from Fig. 4.14a that a new estimated value of 𝑑𝑐  = 1.27 mm can be 

obtained while the data is still fitted by the horizontal ductile cutting regime in 

the specific energy transition model (see Fig. 4.14b). Therefore, it can be 

regarded that the specific energy transition model will give an estimate of the 

critical failure transition depth at a value greater than 1.4 mm. However, by 
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examining the groove trace after cutting, we can find that some severe 

chippings have already emerged when the depth of cut is set at 1.3 mm (Fig. 

4.15). This proves that the size effect law model can give a better estimate 

(1.27 mm) in this case. 

 

Dividing the fitted result of c  in Eq. (4.6) by c , the geometric factor   

can be determined. As the back rake angle increases, this geometric factor   

is nearly doubled from around 1.0 at =15° (Fig. 4.11b) to about 2.0 at =45° 

(Fig. 4.14b). Although for =30°,   is approximately 1.34 (Fig. 4.12b), 

slightly larger than 1.30 for Tuffeau, we can claim that the geometric factor   

is nearly the same as that for Tuffeau under the same cutting conditions. This 

implies that   might not depend on rock properties, but rather only on the 

cutting geometry, e.g.,, the back rake angle in this study. In addition, by 

comparing Fig. 4.11b with Fig. 4.12b, one can find that the intercept 
pk , an 

indicator of the energy consumption for plastic deformation while in brittle 

failure dominant cutting regime, also increases with the back rake angle. 

Similar changes in 
pk can also be observed for Tuffeau. However, at large 

back rake angle (e.g.,  = 45°), no intercept can be found (see Fig. 4.14b) due 

to issues discussed above. It can be seen that for both Tuffeau and 

Savonnières the increase in 𝑑𝑐 as back rake angle increases is accompanied by 

the increase in   and 
pk . Therefore,   and 

pk  might also serve as a measure 

to help identify the failure mode transition. 
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Fig. 4.11 Determination of the critical failure mode transition depth for 

Savonnières sample by (a) size effect law and (b) specific energy 

transition model for =15°. d is in the range of 0.1-1.7 mm. 
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Fig. 4.12 Determination of the critical failure mode transition depth for 

Savonnières sample by (a) size effect law and (b) specific energy 

transition model for =30°. d is in the range of 0.1-1.7 mm. 
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Fig. 4.13 Determination of the critical failure mode transition depth for 

Savonnières sample by (a) size effect law and (b) specific energy 

transition model for =45°. d is in the range of 0.1-1.7 mm. 
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Fig. 4.14 Determination of the critical failure mode transition depth for 

Savonnières sample by (a) size effect law and (b) specific energy 

transition model for =45°. d is in the range of 0.1-1.4 mm. 
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Fig. 4.15 Failure surface profile for Savonnières sample for =45° and 

3.1d  mm.  

Table 4.2 Comparison of the critical transition depth determined by the 

specific cutting energy transition model and the size effect law anslysis.  

 

*: Note this 𝑑𝑐 value is derived from the cutting data with cutting depth in the 

range of 0.1-1.4 mm. 

 

4.4 Discussions 

The estimated critical transition depths from the two models discussed are 

summarised in Table 4.2. As expected, the critical transition depths for both 

Tuffeau and Savonnières rocks increase as the back rake angle increases. 

Similar observations are also given in Richard (1999) and Huang et al. (2013). 

The downward plastic material flow caused by large back rake angles creates 

large compressive stress within the rock material ahead of the cutting tool. 

This stress might result in a significant reduction in the opening mode stress 

Back rake angle

α=15° 0.40 (TL) 0.44 (SL) 0.35 (TL) 0.41 (SL)

α=30° 0.46 (TL) 0.61 (SL) 0.50 (TL) 0.92 (SL)

α=45° 0.79 (TL) — 0.98 (TL) 1.27 (SL)*

d c  (mm) from size effect lawd c  (mm) from specific energy varation
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intensity factor. As a consequence, the crack propagation within rock directly 

ahead of the cutting tool is inhibited and therefore ductile failure will be more 

dominant in the material removal process via cutting. 

 

Obviously the results from the two models are different. To assess the 

accuracy of these estimates, we can examine carefully the cutting grooves at 

least to reach a qualitative conclusion. For example, at =30°, the dc is 

estimated to be 0.61 mm by the specific cutting energy transition model and 

0.92 mm by the size effect law model (see Table 4.2). Fig. 4.16 shows the 

cutting grooves at this back rake angle for the cutting depth of 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 

mm respectively for Savonnières rock. As can be observed, chippings occur at 

the bottom cut surface and walls of the groove at d = 1.0 mm (Fig. 4.16c), but 

not for d = 0.4 mm (Fig. 4.16a) and d = 0.7 mm (Fig. 4.16b), suggesting that 

the critical transition depth for this back rake angle should be somewhere 

between 0.7 and 1.0 mm. Clearly the estimate of 0.92 mm as the critical 

transition depth from the size effect law model is an acceptable and reasonable 

estimate but the estimate of 0.61 mm from the specific energy transition 

model is an underestimated value. Together with the fact that the size effect 

law model always has higher goodness-of-fit ( 2R ) compared with the specific 

cutting energy transition model, it can be concluded that the size effect law 

can give a better prediction. 

 

Results also show that rock properties play an important part in the 

determination of the critical transition depth. At the same back rake angle, 

Savonnières samples have larger values of dc than Tuffeau (Table 4.2). 

However, the fact that the two rocks have nearly the same brittleness of about 

11 (Table 4.1) implies there must be other rock properties affecting the cutting 

mechanisms. Previous studies have found that the rock grain size strongly 

influences the damage, crack initiation and propagation in rocks and ceramics 

being cut or scratched (Huang and Detournay 2008; Xu and Jahanmir 1995; 

Xu et al. 1995) and the critical transition depth is proportional to the grain size 

(He and Xu 2015a). This claim is clearly supported in our experiments as 

shown in Fig. 4.17 where the cutting grooves at the cutting depth of 1.4 mm 
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with =45° for both Tuffeau and Savonnières are displayed. As can be 

observed clearly, severe chippings occur in Tuffeau sample (Fig. 4.17a) but 

not in Savonnières sample (Fig. 4.17b). Similar patterns are also observed for 

tests conducted at other back rake angles. As Savonnières has much coarser 

grains compared with Tuffeau (also visible in Fig. 4.17), it is reasonable to 

conclude that the critical transition depth is directly proportional to the grain 

size, as also concluded in He and Xu (2015a). 

 

 

Fig. 4.16 Typical failure surface profile on Savonnières sample for 

d=0.4 mm (a), d=0.7 mm (b) and d=1.0 mm (c) at =30°. 

 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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Fig. 4.17 Failure surface profile for Tuffeau sample (left) and 

Savonnières sample (right) at =45° and d = 1.4 mm. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

Rock failure mechanisms can be classified as either a ductile failure regime, 

which is a rock strength driven process, or a brittle failure regime, which is a 

rock fracturing driven process. These two mechanisms are fundamentally 

different and they coexist in rock cuttings and only one of them is dominant 

depending on rock properties and specific cutting conditions. Understanding 

how the failure evolves from one regime to the other has important practical 

implications. For instance, polishing building stone requires the prevention of 

damage caused by fracturing and thus it is important to ensure the rock 

material is removed only in the ductile failure mode. On the other hand, 

mechanical excavation requires the energy consumed to remove unit rock 

materials to be minimised so it will be necessary to ensure the failure mode 

during cutting is mainly brittle fracturing dominant. In this work the attempt is 

made to identify the failure mode transition depth for rock cutting by two 

different types of data fitting models: the size effect law model and the 

specific energy transition model. 
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In the specific cutting energy transition model, the specific energy in the 

ductile cutting dominant process is considered to be independent of cutting 

depth while in brittle cutting dominant mode it is related to the cutting depth 

by a power-law relationship. For the size effect law model, a refinement has 

been made in this study to include the effect of the normal component of the 

cutting force, which acts as an indentation load on the cutting force responses. 

Compared with the more traditional qualitative method of examining the force 

trace patterns, these two data-fitting models can give definite and more 

accurate values for the critical transition depth without requiring the rock 

properties to be known a priori. The two models are applicable for different 

rock materials subjected to various different cutting scenarios with different 

operational parameters. 

 

The critical failure mode transition depth is found to be dependent on the back 

rake angle: it increases when the back rake angle increases. The specific 

cutting energy transition model tends to underestimate the critical failure 

mode transition depth in comparison with the size effect law model. Cross 

validation with the failure surface profiles suggests that the size effect law 

model can give a better estimate for the cases tested. 

 

In addition to the back rake angle, rock properties also affect the critical 

failure mode transition depth. The Tuffeau limestone used in this work has 

finer mineral grains compared with the Savonnières limestone. The 

Savonnières has larger critical failure mode transition depth than Tuffeau has 

at the same cutting conditions. This provides the experimental support for the 

claim that the critical failure transition depth is directly proportional to rock 

grain size, a conclusion based on a discrete element numerical study by He 

and Xu (2015a). 
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Abstract 

Rock scratching/cutting using a rigid cutter penetrating the rock at a given 

depth is commonly used to remove rock material from a rock surface for 

different purposes. For example, building stones may require a finished rock 

surface as smooth as possible and therefore the removal of materials is only 

done at a very small scale under the ductile failure mode. In rock mechanical 

excavations (e.g., roadheaders), however, it is desired to remove as much rock 

material as possible using least amount of mechanical energy under the brittle 

fracture failure. Therefore understanding the interaction between cutter and 

rock has drawn continuous attention in both the research community and the 

industry. In order to assess the cutting performance, force responses during 

the cutting process are usually used to describe the cutter/rock interaction. 

This paper presents a generalised cutter/rock interaction model based on 

considerations of rock material removal accomplished by a cutting regime 

which is a combination of both ductile and brittle failure mechanisms, as 

commonly existing in rock cutting operations. A failure-mode mixture factor 

is introduced to quantify the proportions of ductile failure and brittle failure in 

a cutting operation. It is shown from experiments done on two different rocks 

that the generalised interaction model provides a significant improvement in 

the prediction of cutting forces over the commonly used models. 

Keywords: rock cutting; ductile-brittle transition; fracture toughness; rock 

cutting force 
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5.1 Introduction 

In rock scratching/cutting, a hard cutting tool, such as a Polycrystalline 

Diamond Compact (PDC) cutter, is driven across the rock surface at a certain 

penetrating depth under constant or increasing vertical load, as illustrated in 

Fig. 5.1 (note scratching or cutting is used interchangeably in this study). The 

scratching test is widely used in many fields of science and engineering. 

Examples include the measurement of strength and fracture properties of 

various materials including rocks (Akono et al. 2011; Richard et al. 2012), 

damage analysis of ceramics (Klecka and Subhash 2008; Tan et al. 2012), 

assessment of tool wear (Ersoy et al. 2005; Tönshoff et al. 2002) and 

performance measurement of thin films and coatings (Barletta et al. 2008; 

Randall et al. 2001). However, the underlying failure mechanisms in rock 

cutting are still far from being fully understood. In rock scratching process, 

the forces arising from the contact are the most important parameters to 

characterise the interaction between the scratch tool and the rock material. The 

challenge is in the establishment of a generalized model that can quantify 

effectively force responses for different rock properties and under complex 

cutting conditions (Akono et al. 2014; Akono and Ulm 2012).  

 

Over the years, a great number of studies have contributed significantly to the 

better understanding of tool-rock interaction and better force response 

predictions based on rock properties and tool operating parameters. The 

pioneering work on cutting mechanics was done on coal by Evans (1965) who 

demonstrated theoretically that coal tensile and compressive strengths are 

dominant properties affecting rock cutting forces. Nishimatsu (1972) 

developed a model for cases when cutting is dominated by shear failure and 

the established relationship for the prediction of cutting forces is therefore 

based on the shear strength of rock. Studies on the effect of basic tool 

operating parameters such as cutting depth, back rake angle and cutting 

velocity were also widely published. For example, the influences of back rake 

angle were studied by Rajabov et al. (2012), Göktan (1990), Kaitkay and Lei 

(2005) and Che and Ehmann (2014) with the conclusion that an increase in 

back rake angle will cause the forces to increase. In terms of cutting velocity, 
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several researchers (Germay et al. 2009; Verhoef 1997) reported that it has 

little influence on the force responses at lower velocities (below one meter per 

second). More importantly extensive efforts have been made to investigate the 

dependence of force responses on cutting depth (Bilgin et al. 2006; Detournay 

and Defourny 1992; Kuru and Wojtanowicz 1992; Richard et al. 2012; 

Roxborough 1985) wherein it was found that the forces generally increase 

linearly with depth of cut when it is small but non-linearly for deeper cutting. 

The linearly increasing trend of forces indicates the cutting mechanism is 

dominated by ductile failures of rock and the non-linear increase in forces at 

greater depth of cut, on the other hand, suggests the mechanism of brittle 

failures (He and Xu 2015a; Richard et al. 1998). As suggested in He and Xu 

(2015a), rock cutting in general involves the combination of both ductile and 

brittle failures in the process but one of them is always dominant depending 

on the depth of cut. Given a rock and a set of cutting parameters, there is a 

fixed critical transition depth when the dominant failure mode changes from 

one to the other.  

 

A rich set of experimental results have been used to develop a number of 

empirical formulations to predict cutting force responses (e.g., (Evans 1965), 

(Nishimatsu 1972) and (Detournay and Defourny 1992)), with different 

focuses: some of them put more emphasis on rock properties while others 

consider more operational parameters. However, none of the published studies 

has taken the ductile-to-brittle failure transition phenomenon into account 

when establishing the force prediction model. Therefore these developed 

models are only valid for some prescribed conditions within a limited range of 

parameters (Su and Akcin 2011). It is in general difficult to generalise these 

models for a wide range of cutting conditions. 

 

This investigation aims to develop a generalised model for more accurate 

cutting force prediction based on rock properties and operational parameters, 

such as uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), fracture toughness, depth of cut 

and back rake angle, while incorporating the effect of the ductile-brittle failure 

transition. Cutting tests were performed on two selected types of rocks with 
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different depths of cut and back rake angles to provide data for model 

validation. It has been demonstrated that considering the combination effect of 

ductile and brittle failure modes is necessary for more accurate prediction of 

forces in rock cutting.  

 

 

    (a)                    (b) 

Fig. 5.1. Description of scratch tests. (a) Scratch tests on Savonnières 

with back rake angle  of 45°. (b) Idealised 2-D geometry of scratch 

test: the rectangular PDC cutter is pushed horizontally with cutting 

velocity V, at depth of cut d by applying resultant cutting force F
c
 which 

can be decomposed into a normal cutting force component Fn and a 

tangential cutting force component Ft. The back rake angle  is defined 

as the angle between the rake face and the normal to rock surface. 𝜓 is 

the angle characterising the friction between rake face and rock. 

5.2 Mechanics of rock cutting 

Rock cutting is normally conducted by means of kinematic controlling the 

depth of cut d, the inclination of the cutter (i.e., the back rake angle ) and the 

cutting velocity V with prescribed values, as shown in Fig. 5.1. It was well 

established two failure modes exist in rock cutting: ductile and brittle (He and 

Xu 2015a; Nicodeme 1997; Richard et al. 1998). The dominant failure mode 

is ductile when the cutting depth is small, but as the depth increases to the 

critical transition depth, the dominant failure mode changes to brittle (He and 
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Xu 2015a; Huang et al. 2013; Richard et al. 1998) with some ductile failures 

occurring directly ahead of the cutter. The cutting forces in ductile failure 

regime are dependent on the uniaxial compressive strength  𝜎𝑐 ; while for 

brittle-mode cutting the forces are dependent on the fracture toughness 𝐾𝐼𝐶 

(Richard et al. 2012). Two representative force prediction models are 

discussed below, followed by our new proposed model with the consideration 

of both ductile and brittle failure modes incorporated. 

 

 

(a)                 (b) 

Fig. 5.2 Material removal in (a) ductile mode at depth of cut d=0.3 mm 

and (b) brittle mode at depth of cut d =3 mm during cutting tests on slab 

sample of Vosges sandstone (after Richard (1999)). 

5.2.1 Ductile failure mode cutting force prediction 

(DCFP) 

In ductile failure mode rock cutting, the cutting energy is mainly consumed in 

volumetrically failing the rock material, with broken rock grains in powder 

form accumulated in front of the cutter (Fig. 5.2a). In this mode, a 

phenomenological model was proposed by Detournay and Defourny (1992) 

who suggest that the average tangential cutting force for a sharp cutter, where 

the force acting on the wear flat is negligible, is proportional to the depth of 

cut, i.e., 

 

 _t dF Wd  (5.1) 
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where W is the cutting width; ε is the intrinsic specific energy that represents 

the energy strictly used for cutting.   is defined in the unit of MPa as it is 

assumed to be directly related to the rock strength properties, i.e., the UCS, 

c .  

 

 

Fig. 5.3 The inclination of the total cutting force F
c
 with respect to the 

normal to the cutter, termed the friction angle 𝜓 between cutting face 

and rock, as a function of the back rake angle  (experimental results 

from (Richard 1999), reproduced after Huang et al. (2013))  

In addition, the normal component of the cutting force is given as: 

 

 _n d dF W   (5.2) 

 

where the factor   can be expressed as  tan    with   being the 

inclination angle of the resultant cutting force normal to the rake face which 

characterises the friction between rake face and the rock in direct contact (see 

Fig. 5.1b). The angle   is found to be independent of depth of cut but 

depends on the back rake angle. As shown in Fig. 5.3, the friction angle   

𝜓° 

𝛼° 
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decreases approximately linearly with the increasing back rake angle  

(Richard 1999).  

 

5.2.2 Brittle failure mode cutting force prediction 

(BCFP) 

As the depth of cut d reaches the critical transition depth, cutting enters the 

brittle failure dominant regime with energy dissipation mainly in creating 

macroscopic cracks that propagates towards the rock surface to form cut chips, 

as shown in Fig. 5.2b. The cutting forces are no longer linearly related to the 

depth of cut, but rather, related linearly to the square root of cutting depth 

(Richard et al. 2012).  

 

A more recent analytical solution was given by Akono and Ulm (2011) who 

used a cutting mechanics model dependent on both the tool geometry and the 

rock fracture toughness derived from the linear elastic fracture mechanics 

(LEFM) approach. The key framework of this model is reviewed below.  

 

 

Fig. 5.4 A simplified scratch test geometry considered with existing 

horizontal crack for deriving the analytical solution that links the force 

responses to scratch tool geometry and fracture toughness in Akono and 

Ulm (2011). 
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Considering a crack emanating horizontally from the tip of the scratch tool, as 

shown in Fig. 5.4, a stress field due to the loading applied by the cutter 

inclined with the back rake angle  can be given in the form of  

 

 ( )xx x x xy x y y x yy y y zz z ze e e e e e e e e e                (5.3) 

 

Under plane conditions (i.e., 0zz   for plane stress; ( )zz xx yy      for 

plane strain), using Airy-stress function,     23 2, 3 2x y bx y y d cy     , 

yields the following stress components: 
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where the constants, b and c, are determined such that the stress boundary 

conditions at the cutter-rock interface (S) are satisfied: 

 

 
_ _

(S)
t b x n b yndS F e F e      (5.7) 

 

where the outward unit normal vector at the interface cos sinx yn e e     

with xe  being the unit vector for x  axis and ye  for y axis (Fig. 5.4); _t bF  and 

_n bF  stand for tangential and normal cutting forces in brittle failure mode 

cutting, respectively. 

 

Assuming the only contribution to the cutting force is from the interface 

between the cutter face and the rock, the contour-independent J-integral (Rice 

1968) commonly used to estimate the strain energy release rate or the energy 

dissipated in cracking a unit surface yields: 
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   (5.8) 

 

where G  is the strain energy release rate; E  is the Young’s modulus; 1   in 

plane stress conditions and 21    in plane strain conditions with   being 

the Poisson’s ratio; and  
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  (5.9) 

 

At the onset of fracture propagation, the energy release rate reaches the 

critical fracture energy, i.e., 

 

 

2

IC

f

K
G G

E
    (5.10) 

 

Combining Eqs. (5.8)-(5.10), the cutting forces for 0   are linked to the 

cutting geometry and fracture toughness as: 

 

 
2 2

_ _

1 3

2 10
t b n b ICF F K W d    (5.11) 

 

5.2.3 Generalised cutting force prediction model 

(GCFP) 

Models such as those discussed above are either based on the consideration of 

strength-driven process (DCFP) or fracture-driven process (BCFP). However, 

the findings in He and Xu (2015a) suggest that rock failure mode under 

cutting is neither purely brittle nor purely ductile, but a mixture of both. 

Depending on the depth of cut, one of the failure modes will be dominant. In 
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shallow cutting, ductile failure mode is dominant with the possibility of 

formation of very small cut chips (e.g., agglomerate of rock grains). At greater 

depth of cut, brittle failure dominates, which generates large cut chips while 

part of the material directly ahead of the cutter is heavily crushed, indicating 

the failed material in this region is undergoing ductile failure with plastic flow. 

The critical transition depth 
cd at which rock failure changes from ductile 

dominant to brittle dominant mode is found to be dependent on rock 

properties and the back rake angle and the results are summarised in Table 5.1 

(He and Xu 2015b; He and Xu 2015c) for the two types of rocks, Savonnières 

(SL) and Tuffeau (TL) samples used in this study. Note: the values for  and 

 are taken from the derived results using specific energy transition model 

and the size effect law respectively (see He and Xu (2015b)).   is extracted 

from Fig. 5.3. 

Table 5.1 The values of the parameters used for predicting the cutting forces 

in this study. 

 

 

A cutting force prediction model considering the failure mechanism as a 

combination of these two failure modes is proposed below. The following 

assumptions are used in our proposed model: (1) the energy consumed during 

the cutting process can be evaluated as the product of the tangential 

component of the cutting force and cutting distance and, (2) the total 

consumed energy can be decomposed into two components: one dedicated for 

ductile cutting and the other for brittle cutting. A transition of failure mode 

from ductile dominant to brittle dominant means that more energy would be 

dissipated in brittle failure with macroscopic crack formation and less energy 

consumed for the ductile failure. This transition is expected to be gradual and 

therefore we propose a factor  to represent the proportion the contribution 



cd

Parameters η ψ (°)

α=15° 1.0 0.35 (TL) 0.41 (SL) 18

α=30° 1.3 0.50 (TL) 0.92 (SL) 8

α=45° 2.0 0.98 (TL) 1.27 (SL) 0

d c  (mm)

fm
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to the force response from ductile failure in the cutting process.  based on 

its definition will be close to 1 when the cutting depth d is small and as d 

increases it is expected to decrease rapidly initially and then gently at large 

cutting depth, as illustrated in the schematic diagram in Fig. 5.5. To capture 

this trend, the following relationship is proposed for : 

 

  (5.12)  

 

where the constant (2/) is needed so that at the critical transition depth when 

d = dc,  = 0.5, i.e., the total energy is dissipated equally for ductile and 

brittle failures.  

 

 

Fig. 5.5 Schematic plot showing the failure mode mixture factor varying 

with depth of cut. 

It is worthwhile to mention that Eq. (5.12) is not a derived relationship, rather 

a proposed one to capture the trend shown in Fig. 5.5, which by itself is a 

qualitative perceived variation based on experimental observation. In this 

sense, the proposed relationship can be regarded as the first attempt to 

fm

fm

2
cotf

c

d
m arc

d

 
  

 

fm
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quantify . Even the force prediction model constructed based on Eq. (5.12) 

shows a significant improvement over existing ones, as demonstrated below, 

further studies are needed to further validate and improve the proposed 

relationship (Eq. (5.12) and Fig. 5.5). Other variable that can affect  should 

also be incorporated. For example, as discussed below, back rake angle also 

affect the rock cutting failure mode but its influence is only considered 

indirectly by the parameter dc at this stage in Eq. (5.12). 

 

Based on the definition of , the tangential cutting force taking into account 

of the two failure modes can then be written as: 

 

  (5.13) 

 

Since the normal cutting force can be related by a ratio of  tan   to the 

tangential cutting force (Lin and Zhou 2013), Eq. (5.11) can be rewritten 

using only the tangential cutting force and material properties and cutting 

geometry as  

 

 

 
_

23
1 tan( )

5

2 IC
t b

K W d
F

  

   (5.14) 

 

The tangential cutting force due to ductile failure can be written as (He and 

Xu 2015b; He and Xu 2015c): 

 

 
_t d c dF W   (5.15) 

 

where   is a factor influenced by the back rake angle   and its values are 

listed in Table 5.1. This expression is identical to Eq. (5.1) if 𝜂𝜎𝑐 is replaced 

by . As c   for α=15° based on experiments (Richard et al. 2012), and 

therefore  = 1 for .  is expected to increase with the back rake 

fm

fm

fm

 _ _1t f t d f t bF m F m F  

 15  
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angle , indicating the increased difficulty in cutting for larger back rake 

angles (cf. Table 5.1). 

 

Combined with Eqs. (5.12), (5.14) and (5.15), we can rewrite the tangential 

cutting force in Eq. (5.13) as:  
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and the normal component of the cutting force thus can be given as: 
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 (5.17) 

 

As can be seen, the cutting forces, as expected, are dependent on the rock 

properties such as UCS ( c ) and fracture toughness ( ICK ) as well as the 

cutting operational parameters characterised by the depth of cut d and the back 

rake angle  .  

 

5.3  Experimental validation 

5.3.1 Experimental setup 

The scratch tests were carried out using the Rock Strength Device. For the 

detailed specification description of the experimental devices, readers are 

referred to He and Xu (2015c). The PDC cutter used in the test is mounted to 

the cutter holder, as shown in Fig. 5.1a, which allows a 5-degree incremental 

change in the back rake angle.  
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The rocks used are two types of limestone: Savonnières (SL) and Tuffeau 

(TL). Each set of rock samples are cored from the same rock block to ensure 

consistent rock properties. The uniaxial compression tests, Brazilian tensile 

tests and fracture toughness measurements were conducted following the 

ISRM suggested methods (Bieniawski and Bernede 1979; Bieniawski and 

Hawkes 1978; Kuruppu et al. 2014). The mechanical properties of the two 

rock samples are summarised in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Mechanical properties of SL and TL rock sample. 

 
Note: the values for the effective fracture toughness effK  are derived 

according to Ayatollahi and Aliha (2008). 

 

5.3.2 Testing design and procedure 

Previous study in He and Xu (2015c) has demonstrated the effect of the 

cutting velocity within the range of 4-20 mm/s on cutting forces is negligible. 

Thus in this experimental study, the cutting velocity is set at a constant value 

of 8 mm/s and therefore the operational variables to be explored in the study 

are the back rake angle  and the depth of cut d. There are 17 different cutting 

depths ranging from 0.1 to 1.7 mm with a 0.1 mm interval; and three different 

back rake angles  at 15°, 30° and 45°. Therefore there are 3×17=51 number 

of combinations of these parameters for each type of rock. The procedure for a 

typical cutting test is: 

(1) Install the PDC cutter with a desired back rake angle, put and secure the 

rock sample on the cutting station. 

(2) Perform several preliminary cuts to generate a smooth and flat reference 

surface. 

22.95 (SL) 9.21 (TL) 2.10 (SL) 0.84 (TL) 0.35 (SL) 0.15 (TL) 0.52 (SL) 0.22 (TL)

 Uniaxial compressive strength

 σ c  (MPa) 

Brazilian tensile strength

 σ t  (MPa)  K IC  (MPa·m
0.5

) 

Fracture toughness

 K eff  (MPa·m
0.5

) 
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(3) Replace the trimming PDC cutter and reset the micrometer to zero, then 

set the depth of cut to a specified value. 

(4) Start the motor to drive the cutter to start cutting. During cutting, record 

continuously the cutting forces and use vacuum machine to clear cuttings 

ahead of the cutter. 

(5) Prior to performing the next cutting, remove the two side walls of the 

groove left by the previous cut to eliminate the additional frictional effect. 

Then repeat step (1)-(4) for the next cutting. 

 

Each test with a set of preset cutting specifications was conducted three times. 

Due to the difficulty in changing the back rake angle in the testing facility, all 

tests with the same back rake angles were completed first before moving on to 

the tests on a different angle. The test configurations and their measured 

forces are summarized in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3 Test arrangement and force responses for TL and SL rock samples. 

 

#1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3

Set 1 1 15 0.1 10.3 10.8 10.4 8.3 8.8 8.8 23.5 22.0 22.7 22.3 22.0 23.3

2 15 0.2 17.6 22.9 16.8 16.7 16.4 15.9 50.8 39.2 43.6 35.2 39.6 39.8

3 15 0.3 27.5 27.2 33.2 20.4 18.3 25.0 52.8 68.0 55.2 48.1 51.7 47.7

4 15 0.4 40.2 35.5 31.4 24.1 24.8 25.9 96.5 98.3 87.9 44.5 50.6 48.7

5 15 0.5 40.3 43.8 43.5 25.4 26.3 27.0 91.9 89.6 97.1 72.1 57.4 59.6

6 15 0.6 44.6 45.5 47.3 16.3 28.8 37.0 117.4 117.7 113.0 78.7 77.5 67.3

7 15 0.7 44.8 56.0 52.8 31.9 32.6 26.7 127.6 122.5 118.3 82.9 79.7 78.3

8 15 0.8 56.9 69.8 58.3 35.4 31.6 35.0 139.6 146.3 140.6 86.2 86.9 85.0

9 15 0.9 61.4 62.8 56.8 33.7 46.5 22.1 146.2 161.1 167.0 91.0 114.4 94.4

10 15 1.0 82.6 67.7 72.9 30.6 36.0 37.5 153.8 147.4 148.4 90.9 101.7 112.1

11 15 1.1 73.9 57.1 74.3 37.0 41.0 42.8 174.1 177.3 182.2 90.6 102.7 105.4

12 15 1.2 73.6 76.1 75.8 38.6 43.3 37.1 192.5 184.4 185.6 115.9 108.1 113.9

13 15 1.3 65.6 85.9 77.5 42.9 48.3 46.5 189.1 181.5 208.6 124.7 128.8 99.4

14 15 1.4 83.7 91.8 88.9 46.7 40.5 40.7 193.0 191.5 207.5 116.7 138.3 107.3

15 15 1.5 96.1 71.4 85.4 34.3 52.1 51.2 199.6 221.1 231.9 111.0 106.3 117.5

16 15 1.6 90.0 89.4 69.1 51.5 37.3 36.7 205.6 223.0 231.5 125.5 107.4 119.0

17 15 1.7 95.1 86.9 97.8 53.1 54.1 44.9 227.2 248.3 239.3 133.8 147.5 124.0

Set 2 18 30 0.1 13.5 12.3 12.9 13.1 12.9 13.7 30.8 31.0 32.5 34.3 34.2 35.2

19 30 0.2 31.3 22.0 25.5 19.7 22.4 22.5 60.6 62.3 66.9 60.3 55.1 52.9

20 30 0.3 29.7 41.8 31.7 26.8 29.0 26.6 98.0 80.8 92.8 71.2 83.2 70.6

21 30 0.4 52.6 54.1 45.7 26.9 32.5 30.7 107.7 112.2 112.2 84.7 79.4 74.6

22 30 0.5 48.3 46.5 52.5 46.8 38.0 39.3 140.5 125.1 127.9 104.4 92.5 94.4

23 30 0.6 67.9 68.1 64.3 53.2 52.6 47.3 178.7 167.0 180.0 124.6 137.0 133.5

24 30 0.7 70.6 66.5 63.2 54.2 51.5 50.3 172.6 165.7 163.8 132.3 130.6 130.9

25 30 0.8 82.3 87.7 83.1 54.2 54.7 53.4 215.2 196.7 217.5 145.7 164.5 145.9

26 30 0.9 78.1 90.0 94.7 52.3 66.3 54.3 242.9 254.2 234.5 172.2 202.4 189.4

27 30 1.0 89.6 84.5 85.3 54.5 61.0 67.2 253.7 269.6 254.7 207.9 215.5 182.9

28 30 1.1 98.2 100.8 104.7 59.0 66.3 67.9 289.7 296.1 275.0 214.2 203.4 194.0

29 30 1.2 106.4 99.9 100.9 74.2 69.5 73.0 277.9 289.1 295.3 217.4 218.5 207.4

30 30 1.3 106.0 98.8 124.3 80.7 83.1 65.5 326.4 290.8 308.3 216.1 232.3 225.8

31 30 1.4 111.0 109.8 122.6 80.7 93.6 75.0 328.9 348.2 336.7 246.8 269.1 258.2

32 30 1.5 117.1 138.9 150.0 83.4 80.6 87.3 353.1 363.3 348.6 261.9 263.6 270.0

33 30 1.6 125.1 138.9 145.8 92.9 82.1 89.1 387.7 402.4 380.5 277.3 296.7 272.2

34 30 1.7 133.1 155.1 145.7 93.7 101.9 87.7 371.6 389.6 374.6 288.3 283.4 273.8

Set 3 35 45 0.1 19.4 22.5 22.6 20.9 20.3 17.3 55.8 41.0 48.7 50.0 45.1 66.2

36 45 0.2 43.4 38.3 42.9 38.2 42.6 34.6 148.0 75.4 102.7 70.5 124.9 127.0

37 45 0.3 58.2 58.6 54.1 53.7 60.5 53.5 115.7 177.8 125.7 147.2 163.1 145.8

38 45 0.4 77.0 80.0 77.1 75.7 72.2 72.9 252.8 266.6 188.1 128.9 169.5 156.8

39 45 0.5 94.8 99.7 94.8 97.3 69.9 81.7 216.0 207.0 236.9 274.6 206.8 217.3

40 45 0.6 106.0 99.6 97.0 101.4 101.3 98.6 288.4 289.7 270.0 270.0 265.8 232.0

41 45 0.7 123.3 113.6 116.5 109.0 102.7 113.8 310.4 284.9 263.9 285.9 266.0 257.1

42 45 0.8 142.2 127.8 133.5 116.6 133.6 117.1 335.1 351.1 337.5 300.0 301.9 296.7

43 45 0.9 143.9 137.5 146.2 130.3 129.7 160.4 342.7 397.3 419.1 305.8 387.0 317.6

44 45 1.0 149.1 154.7 181.2 128.1 149.2 129.0 386.1 357.4 362.0 298.8 351.1 400.8

45 45 1.1 175.5 172.0 173.6 149.4 153.1 161.9 494.3 501.8 513.0 325.8 379.5 391.4

46 45 1.2 166.0 170.9 186.7 151.0 156.1 139.0 529.2 458.4 468.9 428.2 386.5 417.3

47 45 1.3 178.7 185.5 181.1 152.9 159.8 151.7 551.4 509.7 658.2 548.1 575.3 379.1

48 45 1.4 221.8 188.5 228.6 169.1 152.0 165.2 515.4 500.6 655.4 412.4 621.0 321.7

49 45 1.5 224.3 225.7 215.4 195.3 200.4 169.3 555.7 770.0 878.6 497.7 446.7 569.5

50 45 1.6 213.3 198.2 214.9 213.0 208.6 237.9 837.7 1015.2 1102.2 804.3 576.1 723.3

51 45 1.7 230.8 196.5 253.2 226.7 190.9 206.4 939.3 1193.1 1085.3 751.0 915.0 632.5

Test no. F t F n

Tuffeau Savonnières

F t F nd  (mm)α  (°)
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5.4 Results and discussions 

The analysis of the experimental results is presented below in four sections. 

Section 5.4.1 describes the general characteristics of the force signals recorded 

during the whole cutting process. In Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 the effects of back 

rake angle and depth of cut on force responses are reported based on a 

comparison study of the DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models. The similarity and 

difference in terms of cutting forces for the two different rocks are discussed 

in Section 5.4.4. 

 

5.4.1 General description of force traces along cutting 

distance  

In our experiments, the force components are measured at the sampling rate of 

600 Hz. As the example shown in Fig. 5.6, the cutting process generally 

involves three stages: 

(1) Initial contact stage (stage I): when the cutter comes into contact with the 

rock, the forces increase sharply until the cutter is in full contact with the 

rock.  

(2) Stable cutting stage (stage II): the force components reach a relatively 

stable state, corresponding to the main cutting section. The forces 

measured in this stage are the cutting forces used in rock cutting 

mechanics studies. 

(3) Unstable cutting stage (stage III): when the cutter approaches the end of 

the specimen, the forces gradually reduce to zero due to the change in 

boundary conditions. 

In our analysis, the raw data during the stable cutting stage are filtered by a 

low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. The filtered data are 

averaged to obtain the mean tangential and normal cutting forces, tF  and nF , 

which are then taken as the representative force responses with respect to 

different combinations of (d, ), as summarised in Table 5.3. 
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Fig. 5.6 Examples of raw force signals for (a) Tuffeau and (b) 

Savonnières, showing tangential force (in red) and normal force (in 

blue) as a function of time (d=0.6 mm, α=30° and V=8 mm/s). 

Stable-state cutting 

   
I II III 

Stable-state cutting 

   
I II III 

Saw tooth 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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5.4.2 Test results for Tuffeau sample 

Fig. 5.7-Fig. 5.9 show the evolution of the cutting forces for the Tuffeau rock 

with respect to the depth of cut for different back rake angles. The depth of 

cut, as an important operating parameter, has significant influence over the 

performance of the cutting tool. As can be seen from Fig. 5.7-Fig. 5.9, both 

the tangential and normal components of the cutting forces keep increasing 

with the depth of cut in all cases. However, the increase trend slows down as 

the depth of cut increases, indicating a non-linear relationship. For example, at 

=15°, the tangential cutting force for d = 0.1 mm is 10 N which gives an 

initial increasing rate of 100 N/mm (Eqs. (5.1) and (5.15)). At d = 1.7 mm, the 

tangential cutting force is 90 N, which is only nine times (not 17 times) that 

for d = 0.1 mm (Fig. 5.7). This suggests the force increasing rate has 

consistently decreased as the cutting depth increases and therefore a non-

linear relationship between cutting forces and the depth of cut. In other words, 

the non-linear increasing cutting force is due to that the cutting enters brittle 

failure dominating mode after passing the critical transition depth dc, which in 

this case is 0.35 mm for =15° (see Table 5.1).  

 

Fig. 5.7-Fig. 5.9 also demonstrate the effect of back rake angles on the cutting 

forces. Both the tangential and normal cutting forces increase with  as it 

becomes more “difficult” to cut at higher back rake angles. More specifically, 

by comparing Fig. 5.7 with Fig. 5.9 (or the corresponding data in Table 5.3 ), 

one can see that an increase in the back rake angle from 15° to 45° doubles the 

tangential cutting force tF  for d = 0.1 and 0.2 mm. The normal component nF  

also increases with the back rake angle, but with a higher increasing rate, 

leading to nF  almost equal to tF  when  is at 45°. In addition, for larger back 

rake angles the measured forces are closer to the forces predicted based on the 

ductile-mode cutting.  
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Fig. 5.7 Comparison of DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models for (a) 

tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on TL sample 

with α=15°. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.8 Comparison of DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models for (a) 

tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on TL sample 

with α=30°. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.9 Comparison of DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models for (a) 

tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on TL sample 

with α=45°. 

(a) 

(b) 
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In terms of the validity of DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models in predicting the 

cutting forces, the DCFP model tends to overestimate the cutting forces, 
tF  

and nF , for all sets of α while the BCFP model underestimates them especially 

at large depth of cut (see Fig. 5.7-Fig. 5.9). The GCFP model proposed in this 

study, on the other hand, fits the experimental results well for α=15° (Fig. 5.7). 

It, however, underestimates values for the tangential cutting force for α=30°, 

45° when the depth of cut is greater than 0.8 mm even it still gives a much 

better prediction of the normal cutting forces compared with the other two 

models (Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9).  

 

5.4.3 Test results for Savonnières sample 

The force variations for the Savonnières rock with different depths of cut and 

different back rake angles are presented in Fig. 5.10-Fig. 5.12. They follow 

the same trends as observed on the Tuffeau rock, i.e., the increase in depth of 

cut results in the increase in cutting forces. The increasing trend also departs 

from linearity between forces and depth of cut when the depth is greater than 

the critical transition depth, which in this case is dc=0.8 mm for α=30° as seen 

in Fig. 5.11. 

 

A comparison between the tangential cutting force and the normal cutting 

force reveals that their rates of increment for Savonnières rock in general are 

greater with larger back rake angles. The rate of increment for the normal 

cutting force is higher than that of the tangential one, as shown in Fig. 5.10 

and Fig. 5.11. Specifically, the normal component of the cutting force for 

d=1.8 mm is increased from around 130 N for α=15° to 280 N for α=30°, an 

increment of more than 100%; the tangential counterpart, by contrast, 

increases from 240 N to 380 N, approximately an increment of 60%. This is in 

good agreement with the experimental results obtained by Kaitkay and Lei 

(2005) who found that the ratio of tangential cutting force to normal cutting 

force reduces when the back rake angle increases. Cutting on Savonnières 

rock at α=45° displays an unanticipated behaviour: when the depth of cut is 
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greater than 1.4 mm, the cutting forces experience a very sharp increase. 

Based on close observation during the test, this is likely to be caused by the 

accumulation of rock cuttings directly ahead of the cutter (difficult to remove 

immediately at this angle using a vacuum machine) that may obstruct the 

movement of the cutter (see Fig. 5.1), leading to additional resistance that the 

cutter has to overcome. 

 

The prediction performances of the DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models can also 

be assessed by comparing the results shown in Fig. 5.10-Fig. 5.12. For the 

normal cutting force, GCFP model provides an acceptable estimate for all 

back rake angles tested whilst the DCFP model overestimates the true values 

and BCFP model significantly underestimates the true values (Fig. 5.10b, Fig. 

5.11b and Fig. 5.12b). The predictions based on the GCFP model for the 

tangential cutting force at α=15° are slightly lower than the experimental 

results, but still performs better compared with the DCFP and BCFP models. 

As the back rake angle increases further (e.g., α=30°), the GCFP model tends 

to produce underestimated cutting forces. This trend is similar to that 

observed in cutting on the Tuffeau limestone. DCFP model appears to give a 

closer prediction on the tangential cutting force but the prediction from the 

BCFP model does not agree well at all with the experimental results. For 

α=45°, it appears the DCFP model has a better performance than the other two 

models, especially for the tangential cutting force. However we have to be 

aware that the measured cutting forces for d ≥ 1.4 mm at this back rake angle 

may offer misleading information due to the accumulated rock debris as 

discussed above. Therefore, this set of data should be treated with caution. If 

we only examine the data for cutting depths less than 1.4 mm, the GCFP 

model still gives a much better cutting force prediction. 
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Fig. 5.10 Comparison of DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models for (a) 

tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on SL sample 

with α=15°. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.11 Comparison of DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models for (a) 

tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on SL sample 

with α=30°. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.12 Comparison of DCFP, BCFP and GCFP models for (a) 

tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on SL sample 

with α=45°. 

(a) (a) 

(b) 
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5.4.4 Discussion of the scratch tests results 

From the tests results, it is clear that there are some similarities and 

discrepancies in cutting forces for the two types of rocks used in the cutting 

experiment. Similarities can be summarised as follows. Firstly, both rocks 

displays a non-linear increase of the cutting forces with increasing depth of 

cut. Secondly, at the same back rake angle, Tuffeau and Savonnières 

limestones have roughly the same tangential to normal cutting force ratio. 

Thirdly, the increase in cutting depth produces more scattered data for both 

rocks, suggesting the changing of cutting mode from ductile failure dominated 

process to the more unpredictable brittle failure dominated process.  

 

In terms of discrepancy, subtle differences can be found in the raw force 

profiles for TL and SL rocks measured under the same operational parameters, 

i.e., the same depth of cut and the same back rake angle. As shown in Fig. 5.6, 

TL rock has some portion of the force profile resembling the saw tooth pattern 

while the force profile of the SL rock maintains its random noise pattern. As 

suggested in Richard et al. (2012), the random noise pattern implies the 

cutting in progress is associated with ductile failure while the sawtooth-like 

fluctuation indicates the brittle failure is taking place. Therefore, it might be 

appropriate to assume that the cutting is mainly brittle failure dominant for TL 

rock when the depth of cut is at 0.6 mm (Fig. 5.6) while for the SL rock the 

cutting is mainly ductile failure dominant at the same depth. 

 

The GCFP model shows its potential in predicting the cutting forces, 

especially when the back rake angle is at 15°. However, as the back rake angle 

increases, the GCFP model becomes ineffective in predicting the cutting 

forces at large cutting depths. This could be attributed to that the brittle 

fracture failure during rock cutting may occur in a combination of two major 

fracture modes, i.e., crack opening mode (Mode I) and crack sliding mode 

(Mode II), but only KIC is considered in the GCFP model. The pattern of 

fracturing during brittle regime cutting is still an issue with ongoing debates. 

Cherepanov and Cherepanov (1990) considered fracture propagation ahead of 
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the cutter to be controlled by Mode II. Akono and Ulm (2011), on the other 

hand, suggested that brittle cutting to be a Mode I fracturing process. Further 

studies in Akono and Ulm (2014) and Akono et al. (2014) indicated that the 

rock cutting involves both Mode I and Mode II and which crack mode is 

dominant depends on the back rake angle. 

 

Assuming that cutting at α=30° is under a mixed mode loading condition, the 

effective mixed mode I/II fracture toughness ( effK ) controls the cutting forces 

with 
22

IIIeff KKK  . According to Ayatollahi and Aliha (2008), the ratio of 

effK  to ICK  for the tested limestone is 1.49. The values of effK  for TL and SL 

rocks can be derived based on this ratio and results are listed in Table 5.2. The 

predicted forces by replacing ICK  with effK  in Eqs. (5.16) and (5.17) are 

shown in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14. It can be seen that predictions using the 

GCFP model with effK  for cutting at α=30° performs much better compared 

with the original model using only ICK . This in a way suggests that the 

fracturing of the brittle failure cutting is more likely to be in the mixed mode 

(I and II) condition. 
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison the prediction of GCFP model with ICK  and effK

for (a) tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on TL 

sample for α=30°. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 5.14 Comparison the prediction of GCFP model with ICK  and effK for (a) 

tangential cutting force Ft and (b) normal cutting force Fn on SL sample for 

α=30°. 

(a) 

(b) 
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5.5 Conclusions 

There exist two distinct material removal mechanisms in rock cutting, ductile 

and brittle failure modes, whose occurrence depends on rock properties, the 

depth of cut and the back rake angle. At shallow depth of cut and large back 

rake angle, ductile-mode cutting dominates and the cutting forces are mainly 

controlled by the uniaxial compressive strength of the rock. On the other hand, 

at large depth of cut and small back rake angle, brittle failure is dominant and 

the fracture toughness becomes the main rock property to control the cutting 

force responses. In this study, a new generalised cutting force prediction 

model is proposed, taking into account the fact that both the ductile and brittle 

failure modes generally coexist in rock cutting. To validate the model, 

experiments are carried out on Tuffeau and Savonnières rocks at different 

depths of cut for different back rake angles. The main conclusions based on 

the comparison study are summarised below: 

 

Tangential and normal cutting forces increase with cutting depth and back 

rake angle. The normal cutting force has a higher increasing rate compared to 

the tangential cutting force with respect to the increase in back rake angles 

and, as a result, the ratio of tangential to normal cutting force decreases. This 

is mainly caused by the change in the material flowing direction from upward 

to downward as the back rake angle increases. 

 

The experimental cutting data fall within the region bounded by the DCFP 

and the BCFP models, which can be viewed as an evidence to support the 

argument that rock cutting process is a combined action of both ductile and 

brittle failures and the dominant mode depends on rock properties and the 

operating parameters such as the cutting depth and the back rake angle. 

 

The DCFP model is only valid for shallow cutting where rock failure is 

dominated by the ductile failure regime. The DCFP model overestimates the 

cutting forces for large cutting depth when the brittle failure mode is 

dominating. The BCFP model, on the other hand, always underestimates the 

true cutting forces for large cutting depths. Since the rocks used in this study 
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are quasi-brittle material, using the BCFP model that is based on LEFM 

theory to predict the cutting forces might not be appropriate.  

 

The newly proposed GCFP model gives a very good prediction of the cutting 

forces at the back rake angle of 15°. For large back rake angles, the 

predictability of the model deteriorates but its performance is still much better 

compared with the other two models. If the brittle failure is assumed to take 

place in mixed-mode (I and II) fracturing, the predictability of the GCFP 

model can be improved. It can be concluded based on the comparison study 

that the GCFP model developed in this study is more appropriate compared 

with the other two models for the prediction of cutting forces in rock cutting. 

  

Note that the GCFP model is dependent on the critical failure transition depth 

as it is expressed effectively as a weighted average of forces of the two failure 

regimes using a failure-mode mixture ratio. A versatile equation for the 

critical transition depth prediction is required for the application of the GCFP 

model for different cutting conditions. Therefore, more extensive experiments 

are needed to derive such a model for a broader range of rocks under different 

cutting operational parameters. 

 

The scope of this study is limited due to the fact that only two types of rocks 

are tested. However, it demonstrates the necessity of considering the 

coexistence of both the ductile and brittle failures when describing the force 

responses in rock cutting or scratching. It is expected that the approach 

developed in this study can be equally applicable for other types of cutting 

applications as long as there is a failure mode transition during the cutting 

process. 
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  Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Overall conclusions 

This thesis presents a framework to characterise the rock/cutter interaction by 

quantitatively modelling the cutting forces and the critical failure mode 

transition depth with respect to varying cutting conditions. DEM modelling 

tool was employed to study the rock failure mechanism during cutting process, 

with emphasis on the identification of major rock properties that affect the 

failure transition from ductile to brittle mode. A comprehensive set of 

laboratory rock cutting tests were carried out to provide the data to explore the 

following topics: the influences of rock properties and cutting geometry on 

rock cutting mechanisms; the influences of varying cutting combinations on 

the failure mode transition; and the development of a robust generalised 

cutting force prediction model. Based on the outcomes of these research 

works, the following overall conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The DEM modelling has successfully reproduced an important feature 

commonly observed in laboratory cutting tests, namely, the ductile-to-

brittle cutting mode transition as the depth of cut increases. The 

critical transition depth is found to be proportional to DEM particle 

size and inversely proportional to the square of rock brittleness, 

suggesting that the critical transition depth is dependent on rock grain 

size, rock compressive strength as well as rock tensile strength, which 

was ignored in most previous numerical modelling investigations. 
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2. Results from the cutting tests conducted show that cutting force is 

insensitive to cutting velocity but the force increases when the back 

rake angle increases. As the specific cutting energy is proportional to 

the cutting force, it also follows the same trend with regard to the 

changes in cutting velocity and back rake angle. 

3. The specific cutting energy transition model underestimates the critical 

failure mode transition depth compared with the size effect law model 

derived based on Bažant’s theory. The size effect law model fits the 

cutting data well and can give more accurate estimate of the critical 

transition depth.  

4. The failure mode transition for Savonnières is shown to occur at 

greater depth of cut compared with that for Tuffeau under the same 

cutting conditions. Considering the fact that both rocks have 

approximately the same value of brittleness but Savonnières has 

coarser grains, the results confirm the findings from the DEM 

simulations that the critical transition depth is proportional to the 

mineral grain size in rocks.  

5. The generalised cutting force prediction model is a significant advance 

towards better characterisation of the rock-cutter interactions. As most 

existing models are either focusing on ductile failure mode or brittle 

mode, their scope of applications is normally limited. In general, they 

can only provide good estimate for certain conditions but fail to give 

reasonable predictions over a wide range of cutting parameters. It was 

demonstrated that the proposed generalised model can give much more 

accurate predictions for cutting forces in vastly different rock cutting 

scenarios where both ductile and brittle failures commonly coexist.  
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6.2 Limitations and future perspectives 

Similar to any other research, there are limitations in the current study and 

recommendations for future works. They are summarised below: 

1. For the DEM rock cutting simulation, the synthetic rock sample was 

represented by an assembly of limited discrete elements (particles), far 

less than the number of mineral grains contained in real rocks. This 

would pose restrictions on the interpretation of the simulation results 

and one should be cautious when making comparison with results 

from laboratory rock cutting tests. A large scale model would be 

helpful to provide more realistic analysis so more reliable results can 

be derived. 

2. The experimental results have shown that cutting forces and rock 

failure mechanism are sensitive to the back rake angle. Some 

numerical investigations using DEM in this aspect would be very 

useful to provide further insights into the relationship between the 

cutting mechanism and different back rake angles, particularly to 

understand the crack initiation, propagation and calescence leading to 

chip formations.  

3. In the current study, when calculating the specific cutting energy, the 

volume of the removed material was taken as the product of projected 

contact area and the cutting distance. This is only an approximation to 

calculate the volume of materials being removed. A more accurate 

model is needed for the volume estimation, particularly for cases of 

brittle-dominant cutting where there are significant side chips formed 

along the cut groove walls due to lateral crack propagations.  

4. For cutting at large back rake angle (e.g., 45°), the cut debris 

accumulate ahead of the cutter and cannot be removed easily. This 

leads to debris re-crushing and additional resistance to cutter 

movement and therefore the cutting forces recorded are not the truce 
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forces used for cutting the fresh rock. One way to potentially solve this 

problem is to perform the slab cutting where the width of the rock 

sample is smaller than the cutter width, instead of groove cutting.  

5. The crack propagation in rocks under cutting is an extremely complex 

problem. It is still uncertain if the brittle-mode rock cutting is 

progressing with fracturing the rock in opening mode, sliding mode or 

the mixture of both. Therefore, the assumption that the fracture mode 

changes from opening mode to sliding mode at large back rake angle, 

made in the proposed generalised force prediction model, remains 

questionable. This uncertainty could not be eliminated until the stress 

or strain field around the cutting-induced crack tip is fully understood, 

which remains extremely challenging. 
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